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MEMORANDUM TO THE PRESIDENT
Last night I discussed the contents of the enclosed
"game plan" on the Arabian boycott amendments to the Export Administration Act with John Marsh and John Connally. This morning I
talked with Reg Jones, head of General Electric.
Jack Marsh has reservations about the "veto strategy" but
as of last night Connally did not. However, he can speak for himsel:
The business community has "stayed in the woods" with respect
to the unacceptable Stevenson amendment to the Act (but which is
not as bad as the Bingham amendment).
However, I think it might
work strongly and actively for rejection or amendment of Bingham
on the House floor.
As you know, time is very short. The rule may be obtained
next week with floor action short~y thereafter.
If you were to
accept our suggested strategy, we\would recommend that, under your
direction, Marsh and Friedersdorf be in complete charge of the
effort, calling on departmental people as they see fit.
I would
attemp·t to coordinate the efforts in the business community {something that I've done successfully up to now, in working to "defang"
the Ribicoff boycott amendment to the tax bill).
I shall be around all week -- in my office (785-9622), at
home (232-7470), or at Burning Tree.
~,
~
(Incidentally, we are working for Bechtel, Dre~er, Fluor,
and Pullman-Kellogg on this project, and our principal contact is
George Shultz.)
As always, yours to count on.
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Respectfully,
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Please excuse the strong language of parts nf the "game
plan." I do not have time to revise it so as to ·tone it
doVln.
John 0. Marsh, Jr.
Max Friedersdorf

Stevenson and Bingham Amendments to the Export Administration Act.
The principal significance of the 27-1 vote in favor of the Bingham amendment
by th~ Hous~ International Relations Committee is that an alteJ_?_I_1ative amendment is
nmv the only hope to defeat this legislation or make it acceptable. The Bingham
amendment amounts to a comprehensive counter boycott of Arab countries by the u. s.
on behalf of Israel. There is simply no other way to describe it. \<That's more, it
can be enforced by private citizens through lawsuits for treble damages which goes
way beyond antitrust restrictions and which would affect foreign policy.
The legislative options are:
- Delay of the legislation at Rules Committee, consideration on the House floor
?nd conference, all of which are almost certain to fail leaving the Administration
\'lith a veto decision at the end \vith inadequate groundvmrk laid to even prevent an
override. Any debate on the bill must be shifted from moral issues to foreign policy
ones if a veto is to be successful and still minimize the political damage. This
can _?nly be accomplished through a floor fight in the House over an alternat.ive that
aggressively supports the moral issues;_ or
- Ult.imate acceptance of dangerous and unacceptable legislation. 'l'his leaves the
l->.drninistration in a position of opposition to something "morally right," leaves the
next President \vith an impossible and dangerous foreign policy situation and still
leaves the Administration with all the negative political consequences of a veto and
in addition gives the appearance of a weak position on foreign policy taken under pressure of the election campaign. This appears to be a "no win" position.
- Veto. 'I'here are ac1:ually two options here. A veto based on the curren1~ Admin-istration position or a veto based on rejection of a "morally right" but less risky
alternat.ive to the current bills. This last option appears better since some publi.c
support could be gained through a carefully planned floor fight and, the adverse
political consequences woulq be minimized. Jl_lso, it holds at least a small prospect
of bei:rtg successful. The members must have a "morally right" alternative to ~C?_te_for.
'l'hey cannot and will not vote against the current legislation at this point. If not
successful on the House floor, the ultimate veto could most probably be sustained if
an acceptable alternative could not then be worked out in conference. A veto based on
the cun:ent Administ:t:ation probably could not be sustained and the Jl.dministration would
be castigated for placing dollars and foreign policy ov"er hunmn values -- a. definite
campaign issue.
The veto from the "alternative" position is at least a defensible campaign issue and risks alienating the smallest number of voters.
•rhe case to be made is basically that the Administration is absolut.ely opposed
to discrimination on the basis of race, religion or national origin ~tnd suppOl:·::s s:-:t· -''""'legislation to prevent it. The Administration is opposed to the ar>;?lication of .··_/(. f0:• 1
~he boycott a~ainst, U. S. ~ompa1:ies and any interfere~:cx~. by a foreign pc:w~r i1: ow-"(.:.,'~
lnternal aff<urs ana relatJ.onslups. The only relcvam: d~fferencc _?f ue_J.n~_?-~_ls_
;~
hml...J?~?.!~to ~-~2:!~n~.!-~ th_ose asp~"_£ts of the boz_cott wtd~!_l_E-Ee agJ~c,::_d by aJ) to_~~-e:.
"
_9b:jccU~~able?
;.l'he proponents of the current amendments may be ri<;Jht and t.hc !>.:r~ab ,.
states will terminate those aspects of the boycott which are be:ing applied to u. s.
citizens and comp<lnies simply to keep access to U. S. g-oods and services. 'l'hey
also may not react adversely in a way that 'dOrsens our energy problem~;, inflation and
\-lCakens ou.r fo":c::ign policy position of peacemaker in the Biddle East. •rhey may be.'
right but all indication£; are t.hey are ~rong.
If they are wrong arc you e~:-:h -.~Ji.i·.i-in·J
to accept-;_·esr-;;;-nsibTlity-for ui-e adverse- and- ro~;sibly :;even:- consequences, par t~:ic<.J·
larly ~t1ben the basic moral values of this couni:ry and its people cun be pi:ot.c,cted
and enforced v:it.hout ~;ubstantial risk of other aclvcr~'e consequeJlCE'S? The "J,d•ninistration alternative" allo\Js us to protect and c~nforce our moral v0.lucs, and gntt:uc;Lly
terminat.c objectionalJle aspect!3 of t:he boycott: not related to those ;noral i~;sues
with miniwuw risk of adverse consequences as a result of UJis lcgio:c;J.ation.
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Bingham and Stevenson Amendments to Export P..dministration Act

A:

Assessment of Current Situation.
The 27-1 vote on the Bingham amendment clearly points out the problem
on this legislation. The Bingham amendment amounts to a counter boycott against the
Arab States which boycott Israel. It, for all intents and purposes, bars any u.s.
trade with Arab States unless they terminate virtuaf.ly all aspects of the boycott.
Yet, there was hardly a voice raised in protest about the unreasonableness of the
specific language.
Horeover, the prohibitions could be enforced in effect, by private
citizens, through lawsuits for treble damages. Even if such suits have no merit the
mere threat would be sufficient in many instances to convince a company not to do
business in any Arab country. Given the current U.S. dependence on oil from the
Middle East and the economic and social consequences of substantial reductions in
supply or increases in price, the in®ediate loss of business and jobs in the U.S.
seems minor in comparison. Other consequences relate to balance of pay--ments, dollar
value in \vorld markets and a greatly impaired ability to be able to stop another major
war in the Hiddle East - much less negotiate a peaceful settlement.
The Bingham amendment was available to most members of the Committee on
Friday, August 27. ·When the Committee met on Tuesday, August 31, these issues were
hardly even raised, much less discussed. 'rhe particular effect of the specific
language was not discussed at all. The discussion - no debate - centered on the
moral issue. Only a few Members even alluded.t.o the risks generally involved in
legislation of this type. No alternatives were offered and every member present,
but one, made it clear they \muld not vote against legislation of this type. Sone
would have voted "yes" on a more moderate alternative, so long as it prohibited
discrimination on the basis of race, 1:eligion and national origin, and did not
acquiesce in the interference and coercion by a foreign pov;er in the businr2ss relationships bet\veen U.S. companies and with any ot.her count:ry.
This is a corrunittee, the members of which are accustomed to discussing
sensitive issues of foreign policy, which type of discussion vws very evident the
following day on other amendments. It therefore appears that the only approaches to
oppose such extreme and sensitive legislation is through delays \vhich avoid debate
and voting on the :r~ecord or through moderate legislative alternatj_ves that also
meet the moral issues involved, i.e. that meet the same objectives with less risk
of confrontation and adverse consequences.
The__cor::~_lusion, therefore__, is that if this legislation cannot: be delayed
until the existing la':.r expires and Congress adjourn~~, Uwn a single legisl2.tive
alternative must be proposed on the floor of the House that cont:::-o.~~ts v1ith the
Bingham and Stevenson amendments only with 1:egard to reduction o:E the risk ci: confrontation and adverse foreign policy consequences. It must be one which can be /-'-f-0'0
shown to support the same basic objectives of prohibi·ting discrimination on the ~~ ~·
':)'basis of race, religion and national origin as well as ending the application of],;:
'
the boycot:t by and against U.S. companies through foreign coercion.
~~.·
,(.~

The only_sruestion _!aiscd for debu.t<? should be th~--~1_~'~ way !·o c:_~•..:d !he_
~pli~~t.i~n__ of c.~~!:~~=~- a~J2ect:s__g_!:'_!_b_[:' boyco!=t _E._gain~t:_~§_:_C::OillJ~::~2.2s ·----~Jo _S~<?nq~·:::.ss-::_
maE~'l.E- rcs2_~~":.~1?lY_ s~1pport _?_.}?osition w~~L~I.::__ op_posc:.~.J:'.:"'ssinsr_aJ~z_Jsislation at.
this point. ur:d viri..u:1ll;r none \·li11. do so .. Yet: this. 5s the stab'<1 poc;:it.ion of t1F'
lldmini :> t~~~t-:~~~1 a t-ti~-i~--t:inlc:-:--··11~~- it T~~-~-1~~;=-t:J';a t: -t·h; -~'\clmi~iS1~;:.-~~t_j~;;,;·r;~~~~Xt.·i;~,.~i l l
·---~(':. o v e_1~".~~lC 1~~-~r!.cq 1 y__? e f c:<~_t c ~ i £__~_:t___:~~-_1_1 o t ~-:} -~-e r c ~-.
~~·-,--------··-----------·-··-------

-----------------------·---~-----------~-------~-- ------------~----
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Otherwise, if the Administration maintains its current position of no
legislation, it must clearly and unequivocably be prepared to veto any bill coming
out of conference, and try to prevent an override to succeed. It is ~xtremely doubtful that it could prevent an override from its current position. The moral
\-!ill be characterized as outweighing the risks and therefore the risks and adverse
consequences must be accepted. vJhat is "right" must be done even if it hurts.
Y.lhat 's more, the Administration will be characterized as valuing dollars over human
rights and thus as immoral. Not only is that a "no win" position., it is futile and
an unnecessary result.
}:f the only choice is an unsuccessful veto characterized as immoral, or
of extremely dangerous and irresponsible legislat_:ion from a foreign
policy standpoint, that is no choice.

~cce:etance

If,ultimately,irresponsible legislation can only be prevented by a veto,
then the veto must clearly be demonstrated to be on moral and responsible grounds.
A compromise cannot be negotiated on the House floor if the International
CorrJni ttee members would not even discuss the specific problems with parts of the
amendment.
that clearly and
Conclusion: Present an alternative on the
decisively supports the moxal issues ra.ised but avoids the most C:angerous risks of
the Bingham and Stevenson amendments. It must center the debate on the best wa.y to
end the boycott while preventing interference by a foreign power in the internal
affai:::-s of the U.S. It must be presented as a total
, a plan, a total course
of action.
The force and power of the argument it~self may succeed, particularly if
it is unde.rstood by most t-lembers as supportive of Jews and Israel. Thus it should.
be a simple alternative requiring only minor amencunents. It must be d:caftcd from
the Bingham or Stevenson amendments (preferably the latter) using their language as
much as possible. It could. h;; presented as an amendment or a substitute
on the nature of the alternative.
This point needs careful consideration but a
substitute seems preferable if the support of the moral
is to be
and clearly
How will a motion to strike the section on private
action be perceived, for example. It seems to be better to have one vote up or
down on an alternative that contains the identical language on discrimination as
the Stevenson or Bingham an:endrnents.
Take the best of both or draft from the Stevenson c:tmendment since it takes
less alteration. Bingham \vill say it does nothing about secondary aspects, only
tcrtia:;:y, but that can be amended and made v:orkable through exceptions relating to
respect for the lavlS of a foreign
etc. (It may also be pos~~ible to take
language from th;: nihicoff 01mendmeni: to the tax bill since it ><Jill prol)ably be rfi::·i·~~;,,>
finished by the time of the House deba1:e on the Export Adn:tinistration .~:ct and
·
very ,,,ell could be acceptable to the Administration.)
..;.
J

and

The advantage is a floor debate in the House
the moral issues. .=.=--...;.
It ___:--....::..__---c

\'
can Rqrec o::f
of

If it
become a carnpQign issue, which it well could with
Heony stronqly r;npportinq t~he R:ibicoff a:nc•nchr.ent~, then the :impact

Timing of the veto should be considered in this regard. A good rule of thumb is
if the veto proves necessary, then the sooner the better.
B.

Options

1. Delay the bill in Rules Committee. This may be possible but a
repeat of the International Relations Committee vote is more probable. The major
Jewish organizations will most likely blitz the Members who vlill also have no
alternative to support. vfuat's more, if a permanent delay until adjournment
is not won, then the veto comes later rather than sooner and after more and more
members are locked in. Even if successful, the public and Jewish.reaction will
be virtually identical to a veto based on the current Administration position
on "no legislation." It would become a major campaign issue in either case and
cost more Jewish votes than the "alternative approach."
2. Delay floor consideration until adjournment.
This appears to be
only theoretical since there is no apparent way to accomplish it ·unless_ the Speaker
simply r·efuses to place it on the Calendar. He could be easily overridden by
the Democratic caucus. Likewise, many Republicans in tough races won't support
such an approach. This approach would put many Members not only in an impossible
position, but also jeopardize their campaigns for reelection. The President
can ill afford the ioss of support of the3e Members it seems if an alternative is
available.
3.
until
ourfirnent. This approach has
only slightly more of a chance t.o succeed. A majority of conferees on both
would have to
it, and r.1erely reviewing possible conferees makes such an
approach appear futile. 'l'he Administration will still be faced with a veto of
a bill somewhere between Stevenson and Bingham. This puts the veto in the same
light as the "no legislation" position outlined above.

4.

Defeat the

Not worth considering.

5. Veto. The odds have ·to be that a veto will be the ultimate decision.
If nothing more is done than has been done to date by the Administration, there -!:h(~n
is a high likelihood of a successful override--the worst of all v1orlds. The basic
question seems not to be whether to 'ireto but what to veto.
The alternative is accepting unacceptable and dangerous legislat.ion. The only
chance to avoid a veto appears to be adoption of an
alternative on the House
floor. At least if that approach fails, which is more likely than not., the political
effect of a veto v1ould be minimized and more acceptable than any other alternativs
except signing a
conference. ~_he p:t-~Jil em \vi th
that
that
in the

6. One additional option is to wait until conference to offer an alternative. This simply does not appear to be feasible.
If there is no fight on the
House floor, then a conference can only result in an unacceptable compromise
between Stevenson and Bingham since Stevenson is the best that could be obtained 1
and it is itself unacceptable (unlikely could even get that under these circumstances). F'urther, t.he Administration will still be characterized as in opposition
and insensitive to the moral issues. A veto would still be necessa.ry and most
likely overridden----again the wort>t of ull v!orlds. The only vmy to get
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acceptable bill out of conference is to pass a more moderate alternative than the
Stevenson amendment on the House floor. A modified Stevenson alternative approved
on the House floor, if aggressively pushed, could stand a good chance of coming
out of conference in acceptable form. At least if it does not, a veto is, again,
less damaging.
The Senate conferees would probably be Stevenson, Proxmire, Williams,
Mcintyre, Cranson, Biden, Tower, Helms and Garn. The mix on the House side is
uncertain, but would be at least 2-l. Bingham, who is twelfth in line, would
have to be included and it would certainly be in the Administration's interest
to assure that Hamilton (tenth) is also included on the Democratic side. If
the split \vere roughly 10-5, at least Der>-linski, Findley, and Buchanan would
be on the conference.
7. There is a possible seventh option with a jurisdictional conflict
with the Joint Corrnnittee on Atomic Energy, but that jurisdictional question would
appear to have been resolved, and this strategy negated as an option by the actinp
of the Committee to introduce a clean bill to be reported out by the House Inter·~
national Relations Corrnnittee rather than H. R. 7665 (vlhich is the simple extension,
with amendments. Speaker Albert indicated on i"lednesday, Septerober 1, that in
the latter case when the amendrr,ent on nuclear proliferation comes up, he would
rule that it had to be co-referred to the Joint Corfu~ittee. On the other hand,
the Clean bill, H. R. 15377, incorporating all amendments will be referred solely
to International Relations.
~wo final notes on a veto strateg~:
(a) A much stronger case for a veto
could obviously be made on the Bingham amendment than the Stevenson amendment.
The Binqham amend.rnent can be clearly shown to establish a counter-boycott on
behalf ~£ Israel since it is so extreme. It is highly vulnerable to a mooer~te
"alternative" which also prohibits the most objectionable forms of discrimination.
It can <::lso be accurately characterized as almost certainly confJ:ontations, and
dangerous in the extreme.
the alternative loses on the floor, the Bingbam
language is much easier to veto than Stevenson. If the alternative is aggressivel:
presented on the floor there is a slight chance even of getting it adopted in
conference. That depends on the floor debate. The most effective Members from
both sides of the aisle \·Tho do not have the right ra<:;es in di_stricts >vith a high
;eercentage of Jewish voters Hill have to be encouraged to make the case for the
alternative. Strong conservatives with safe seats and no Je\vish voters are n0t
going to be too credible or effective.
It is absolutel~.tical to any strategy that it_be agreed to and
President and vith the
and

and
The
floor
International

c.

The Basic Case
l.

relevant language of Stevenson or Bingham amendments. 'l'he problem '.vith
the Administration le9islation is that it co:1tains a private right of action
authorize1tion which can result in private lawsuits adversely affecting foreign
policy.)
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2. We are absolutely opposed to the boycott and are co~~itted to do
everything to end its aEE!ication to· U. S. citizens and companies. The onlx
relevant question is how to best achieve that goal.
The proponents of the current amendments may be right~ The Arabs may
drop the boycott in order to obtain U. S. goods and services without any retaliation
or adverse consequences to our energy problems and foreign policy to promote
peace in the Mideast. But we don't think the Arabs will drop the boycott. We
think also that they may react adversely. Can we eliminate discrimination against
U. S. citizens on the basis of race, religion and national origin and the application of objectionable aspects of the boycott to U. s. companies without the risk
of these adverse effects? Yes, at least we can do so and greatly minimize those
risks.
If these amendments are passed in their current form and their proponents
prove to be wrong about the Arabs dropping those aspects of the boycott that
relate to U. S. companies, are you willing to accept the adverse consequences?
Particularly when we can achieve the identical goals vli thout those risks? Are
you willing to
responsibility for those consequences when the same goals
can be achieved \'lithout substantial risk of precipitating those consequences?
l'lore is involved than just some business for U. S. companies and the jobs that
go with that business. There is no certainty that we could limit the adverse
consequences to those alone. If you prove to be wrong, are you willing 'co take
the more difficult and dangerous steps to resolve those consequences? Particularly
when we can achieve the same goals \'7ithout: such confrontation?

o:>t:.evenson and Bingham Amendments to the Export Admini'stration Act. J

i

~he principal significance of the 27-1 vote in favor of the Bingham amenaffient
by the House International Relations Committee is that an alternative amendment is
now the only hope to defeat this legislation or make it acceptable. The Bingham
amendment amounts to a comprehensive counter boycott of Arab countries by the u. s.
on behalf of Israel. There is simply no other way to describe it. What's more, it
can be enforced by private citizens through lawsuits for treble damages which goes
way beyond antitrust restrictions and which would affect foreign policy.

The legislative options are:
- Delay of the legislation at Rules Committee, consideration on the House floor
and conference, all of which are almost certain to fail leaving the Administration
with a veto decision at the end with inadequate groundwork laid to even prevent an
override. Any debate on the bill must be shifted from moral issues to foreign policy
ones if a veto is to be successful and still minimize the political damage. This
can only be accomplished through a floor fight in the House over an alternative that
aggressively supports the moral issues; or
- Ultimate acceptance of dangerous and unacceptable legislation. This leaves th
Jl.dministration in a position of opposition to something "morally right," leaves the
next President with an impossible and dangerous foreign pol.icy situation and still
leaves the Administration with all the negative political consequences of a veto and
in addition gives the appearance of a weak position on foreign policy taken under pre
sure of the election campaign. This appears to be a "no win" position.
- Veto. 'l'here are actually two options here. A veto based on the current Admin
istration position or a veto based on rejection of a "morally right" but less risky
alternative to the current bills. This last option appears better since some publ.:Lc
support could be gained through a carefully planned floor fight and, the adverse
political consequences would be minimized. Also, it holds at least a small prospect
of being successful. The members must have a i•morally right" alternative to ~<?_te for
They cannot and will not vote against the current legislation·at this point. If not
successful on the House floor, the ultimate veto could most probably be sustained if
an acceptable alternative could not then be worked out in conference. A veto based o
the current Administration probably could not be sustained and the Jl.dministration wou
be castigated for placing dollars and foreign policy over human values -- a definite
campaign issue. The veto from the "alternative" position is at least a defensible Ci:
paign issue and risks alienating the smallest number of voters.
The case to be made is basically that the Administration is absolutely opposed
to discrimination on the basis of race, religion or national origin and supports
legislation to prevent it. The Administration is opposed to the application of
the boycott against u. S. companies and any interference by a foreign power in our
internal affairs and relationships. The only relevant difference of opinion is
how best t.o eliminate those aspects of the boycott which are agreed by all to bE?._
objectionable? The proponents of the current amendments may be right and the Arab
states will terminate those aspects of the boycott which are being applied to U. s.
citizens and companies simply to keep access to U. s. goods and services. 'l'hey
also may not react adversely in a way that worsens our energy problems, inflation ancl
weakens our foreign policy position of peacemaker in the .t-1iddle East. They may be
right but all indications are they are wrong. If they are wrong are you e·ach -wiii-in·J
to accept responsibility for the adverse and possibly severe consequences, particularly when the basic moral values of this country and its people can be protected
and enforced without substantial risk of other adverse consequer~ces? The "Administration alternative" allm'is us to protect and enforce our moral values, and gradually
terminate objectionable aspects of the boycott not related to those moral issues
with minimum risk of adverse consequences as a result of this legislation.
ScptcmhC'r 3, 1976
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Bingham and Stevenson Amendments to Export Administration Adf~

A.

Assessment of Current Situation.
The 27-1 vote on the Bingham amendment clearly points out the problem
on this legislation. The Bingham amendment amounts to a counter boycott against the
Arab States which boycott Israel. It, for all intents and purposes, bars any U.S.
trade with Arab States unless they terminate virtually all aspects of the boycott.
Yet, there was hardly a voice raised in protest abo~t the unreasonableness of the
specific language.
Moreover, the prohibitions could be enforced in effect, by private
citizens, through lawsuits for treble damages. Even if such suits have no merit the
mere threat would be sufficient in many instances to convince a company not to do
business in any Arab country. Given the current u.s. dependence on oil from the
Middle East and the economic and social consequences of substantial reductions in
supply or increases in price, the immediate loss of business and jobs in the U.S.
seems minor in comparison. Other consequences relate to balance of payments, dollar
value in '~orld markets and a greatly impaired ability to be able to stop another major
war in the Z.1iddle East - much less negotiate a peaceful settlement.
The Bingham amendment was available to most members of the Committee on
Friday, August 27. When the Committee met on Tuesday, August 31, these issues were
hardly even raised, much less discussed. The particular effect of the specific
language was not dis~ussed at all. The discussion - no debate - centered on the
moral issue. Only a few Members even alluded to the risks generally involved in
legislation of this type. No alternatives were offered and every member present,
but one, made it clear they \vould not vote against legislation of this type. Some
would have voted "yes" on a more moderate alternative, so long as it prohibited
discrimination on the basis of race, religion and national origin, and did not
acquiesce in the interference and coercion by a foreign power in the business relationships between U.S. companies and with any other country.
This is a committee, the members of which are accustomed to discussing
sensitive issues of foreign policy, which type of discussion was very evident the
following day on other amendments. It therefore appears that the only approaches to
oppose such extreme and sensitive legislation is through delays which avoid debate
and voting on the record or through moderate legislative alternatives that also
meet the moral issues involved, i.e. that meet the same objectives with less risk
of confrontation and adverse consequences.
The conclusion,therefore,is that if this legislation cannot be delayed
until the existing law expires and Congress adjourn~ then a single legislative
alternative must be proposed on the floor of the House that contrasts with the
Bingham and Stevenson amendments only with regard to reduction of the risk of confrontation and adverse foreign policy consequences. It must be one which can be
shown to support the same basic objectives of prohibiting discrimination on the
basis of race, religion and national origin as well as ending the application of
the boycott by and against U.S. companies through foreign coercion.
The only question raised for debate should be the best way to end the
application of certain aspects of the boycott against u.s. companies. No Congressman can responsibly support a position which opposes passing any legislation at
this point and virtually none will do so. Yet this is the stated position of the
Administration at this time. Thus it is clear that the Administration position v1ill
be overwhelmingly defeated if it is not altered.

Otherwise, if the Administration maintains its current position of no
Yegis!ation, it must clearly and unequivocably be prepared to veto any bill coming
'out of conference, and try to prevent an override to succeed.
It is extremely doubt
ful that it could prevent an override from its current position. The moral issues
will be characterized as outweighing the risks and therefore the risks and adverse
consequences must be accepted. What is "right" must be done even if it hurts.
What's more, the Administration will be characterized as valuing dollars over human
rights and thus as immoral. Not only is that a "no win" position, it is futile and
an unnecessary result.
If the only choice is an unsuccessful veto characterized as immoral, or
acceptance of extremely dangerous and irresponsible legislation from a foreign
policy standpoint, that is no choice.
If,ultimately,irresponsible legislation can only be prevented by a veto
then the veto must clearly be demonstrated to be on moral and responsible grounds.
A compromise cannot be negotiated on the House floor if the Internat1onal Relations
Corrmittee members would not even discuss the specific problems with parts of the
amendment.
Conclusion: Present an alternative on the floor that clearly and
decisively supports the moral issues raised but avoids the most dangerous risks of
the Bingham and Stevenson amendments.
It must center the debate on the best way to
end the boycott while preventing interference by a foreign power in the internal
affairs of the u.s.
It must be presented as a total package, a plan, a total course
of action.
The force and power of the argurr.ent itself may succeed, particularly if
it is understood by most Members as supportive of Jews and Israel. Thus it shoulO.
be a simple alternative requiring only minor amendments.
It must be drafted from
the Bingham or Stevenson arnendments (preferably the latter) using their language as
much as possible. It could be presented as an amendment or a substitute depending
on the nature of the alternative. This point needs careful c9nsideration but a
substitute seems preferable if the support of the moral issues is to be decisively
and clearly presented. How will a motion to strike the section on private right of
action be perceived, for example. It seems to be better to have one vote up or
down on an alternative that contains the identical language on discrimination as
the St.evenson or Bingham amendments.
Take the best. of both or draft from the Stevenson amendment since it takes
less alteration. Bingham will say it does nothing about secondary aspects, only
tertiary,but that can be amended and made workable through exceptions relating to
respect for the laws of a foreign sovereign, etc.
(It may also be possible to take
language from the Ribicoff amendment to the tax bill since it will probably be
finished by the time of the House debat~e on the Export Administration Act and
very well could be acceptable to the Administration.)
The advantage is a floor debate in the House where everyone can Rgree on
and support the moral issues.
It not only lays groundwork to prevent override of
a veto if necessary, it can be decisive_ to gain the necessnry public_ s~"fp~~~-~!-" at:_
least avoid massive adverse public reaction even in the Jewish conunun:i.ty. Even if
the vo~on the alternative fails it wifl force the
contention or;- to the-foreign policy issues, not the moral ones. 'I'he conference reportcompn.®Isir.g ·--bctv.'een Stevenson and Bingham could ~ t _ leas_!.:__!hen be .Y.~to_:~~ ~'~:._~~:._~le ::n}~.i_:_·~~·-~~:;i~'-~~
adverse public impact.

-:rssueill

If it might become a ca~paign issue, which it well could with George
Meany strongly supporting the Ribicoff amendment, then the impact on th8 campoign
could also be minimized. Depending on luck and skill it might even be neutrali~ed.

Ti~ing of the veto should be considered in this regard.

A good rule of thumb is

-if the veto proves necessary, then the sooner the better.

1. Delay the bill in Rules Committee. This may be possible but a
repeat of the International Relations Committee vote is more probable. The major
Jewish organizations will most likely blitz the Members who will also have no
alternative to support. What's more, if a permanent delay until adjournment
is not won, then the veto comes later rather than sooner and after more and more
members are locked in. Even if successful, the public and Jewish.reaction will
be virtually identical to a veto based on the current Administration position
on "no legislation." It would become a major campaign issue in either case and
cost more Jewish votes than the "alternative approach."
2. Delay floor consideration until adjournment.
This appears to be
only theoretical since there is no apparent way to accomplish it unless.the Speaker
simply refuses to place it on the Calendar. He could be easily overridden by
the Democratic caucus. Likewise, many Republicans in tough races won't support
such an approach. This approach would put many Members not only in an impossible
position, but also jeopardize their campaigns for reelection. The President
can ill afford the loss of support of these Members it seems if an alternative is
available.
3. Delay the bill in conference until adjournment. This approach has
only slightly rnore of a chance to succeed. A majority of conferees on both sides
would have to support it, and merely reviev;ing possible conferee? makes such an
approach appear futile. The Administration will still be faced with a veto of
a bill somewhere between Stevenson and Bingham. This puts the veto in the same
light as the "no legislation" position outlined above.
4.

Defeat the Conference Report.

Not worth considering.

5. Veto. The odds have to be that a veto will be the ultimate decision.
If nothing more is done than has been done to date by the Administration, there thm
is a high likelihood of a successful override--the worst of all worlds. The basic
question seems not to be whether to veto but what to veto.
The alternative is accepting unacceptable and dangerous legislation. The c
chance to avoid a veto appears to be adoption of an acceptable alternative on the H(
floor.
At least if that approach fails, which is more likely than not, the politic<
effect of a veto would be minimized and more acceptable than any other alternative
except signing a Stevenson/Bingham compromise out of conference. The problem with
that is that the next President. will have to live \vi th the consequences in the
Middle East as a result. Only the President can determine if those consequences
will be acceptable.
6. One additional option is to wait until conference to offer an alt.ernative.
This simply does not appear to be feasible.
If there is no fight on the
House floor, then a conference can only result in an unacceptable compromise
between Stevenson and Bingham since Stevenson is the best that could be obtained,
and it is itself unacceptable (unlikely could even get that under these circumstances)- Further, the Administration will still be characterized as in opposition
and insensitive to the moral issues. A veto would still be necessary and most
likely overridden--again the worst of all worlds_ The only 'V!~Y to get an

-
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'acceptable bill out of conference is to pass a more moderate alt~rnative than the
Stevenson amendment on the House floor. A modified Stevenson alternative approved
on the House floor, if aggressively pushed, could stand a good chance of coming
out of conference in acceptable form. At least if it does not, a veto is, again,
less damaging.
The Senate conferees would probably be Stevenson, Proxmire, Williams,
Mcintyre, Cranson, Biden, Tower, Helms and Garn. The mix on the House side is
uncertain, but would be at least 2-1. Bingham, who is twelfth in line, would
have to be included and it would certainly be in the Administration's interest
to assure that Hamilton (tenth) is also included on the Democratic side. If
the split were roughly 10-5, at least Derwinski, Findley, and Buchanan would
be on the conference.
7. There is a possible seventh option with a jurisdictional conflict
with the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, but that jurisdictional question would
appear to have been resolved, and this strategy negated as an option by the action
of the Committee to introduce a clean bill to be reported out by the House International Relations Committee rather than H. R. 7665 (which is the simple extension}
with amendments. Speaker Albert indicated on Wednesday, Septetnber 1, that in
the latter case when the amendment on nuclear proliferation comes up, he would
rule that it had to be co-referred to the Joint Committee. On the other hand,
the clean bill, H. R. 15377, incorporating all amendments will be referred solely
to International Relations.
Two final notes on a veto strateg~:
{a) A much stronger case for a veto
could obviously be made on the Bingham amendment than the Stevenson amendment.
The Bingham amendment can be clearly shov.'11 to establish a counter-boycott on
behalf of Israel since it is so extreme. It is highly vulnerable to a moderate
"alternative" which also prohibits the most objectionable forms of discrimination.
It can also be accurately characterized as almost certainly confrontations, and
dangerous in the extreme. If the alternative loses on the floor, the Bingham
language is much easier to veto than Stevenson. If the alternative is aggressively
presented on the floor there is a slight chance even of getting it adopted in
conference. That depends on the floor debate. The most effective Members from
both sides of the aisle v1ho do not have the right races in districts with a h!_g_h
,J?ercentage of Je\vish voters will have to be encouraged to make the ca~e for the_
alternative. Strong conservatives with safe seats and no Jewish voters are n0t
going to be too credible or effective.
(b) It is absolutely critica~ to any strategy that it_be agreed to and
fully supported from the o~t~~~y the President and with the full ~upport and
cooperation of State !....:!.'E~Y..L Com.\1lCr£_e,
i<Jhi te House Con9ressional Rel~tions,
the
Committee. ~'le could
to coordinate
with Counsel<,

Committee bill.
C.

The Basic Case
1.

U. S. citizens

we
this nation.
alternative proposal should
the relevant language o£ Stevenson or Bingham amendments. 'fhe problem \d th
the Administration legislation is that it contains a private right of action
authorization which can result in private lavtsuits adversely affecting foreign
policy.)

~~~~--------------------------~--~---------------------
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2. We are absolutely opposed to the boycott and are co~~itted to do
everything to end its application to U. S. citizens and companies. The only
relevant question is how to best achieve that goal.
The proponents of the current amendments may be right. The Arabs may
drop the boycott in order to obtain U. S. goods and services without any retaliation
or adverse consequences to our energy problems and foreign policy to promote
peace in the Mideast. But we don't think the Arabs \vill drop the boycott. We
think also that they may react adversely. Can \ve eliminate discrimination against
u. s. citizens on the basis of race, religion and national origin and the application of objectionable aspects of the boycott to U. S. companies without the risk
of these adverse effects? Yes, at least we can do so and greatly minimize those
risks.
If these amendments are passed in their current form and their proponents
prove to be wrong about the Arabs dropping those aspects of the boycott that
relate to U. S. companies, are you willing to accept the adverse consequences?
Particularly when we can achieve the identical goals without those risks? Are
you willing to accept responsibility for those consequences when the same goals
can be achieved without substantial risk of precipitating those consequences?
!'-1ore is involved than just some business for U. S. companies and the jobs that
go with that business. There is no certainty that we could limit the adverse
consequences to those alone. If you prove to be wrong, are you willing to take
the more difficult and dangerous steps to resolve those consequences? Particularly
when >ve can achieve the same goals without such confrontation?

cc:

Mr. John Marsh

\

PERSONAL & CONFIDtsN'PIAL

Date
From the desk of
~:

September 8, 1976

Charls E. Waiker

Congressman James H. Quillen

Our study of the foreign boycott provisions
of H. R. 15377, the extension of the Export
Administration Act, indicates some very severe
problems that would arise from enactment.
Si.nce
this bill is to be considered by the Rules Committee tomorrow, September 9, I thought you might
be interested in the attached material.

..

-

Identical note sent to:
John B. Anderson
Delbert L. Latta
John Young
Trent Lott
Del Clav1son
Richard Bolling

Determmed to be an

September 8, 1976

SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS OF THE BINGH-AM AMENDMENT
TO THE EXTENSION OF THE EXPORT ADMINISTRATION ACT
AS REPORTED BY HOUSE INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS COMMITTEE (H.R. 15317)
This legislation amends sections 3 and 4 of the Exp6rt Administration Act of
1969 (50 U.S.C. 2401, et.seq.) to change the policy of the United States regarding
opposition to economic boycotts imposed by other countries against countries friendly
to the United States.
It would first amend section 3(5)(B) [50 U.S.C. 2402 (S)(B}] by changing the
current statement of policy which is to "encourage and request" U.S. companies engaged
in export to refuse to take any action, including "the furnishing of information or
the signing of agreements," which has the effect of furthering or supporting boycotts
against countries friendly to the United States to a statement of policy which "requires"
U.S. companies engaged in export to refuse to take any action, including, "furnishing
information or entering into or implementing agreements," which has the effect of
furthering or supporting such boycotts.
The effect of the amendment to this section is to make it the policy of the u.s.
not only to oppose such boycotts but also to strictly prohibit U.S. firms from directly
complying or doing anything which might be construed as supporting the boycott rather
than to discourage compliance. The only effective way for the gov~rnment to "require"
U.S. firms to "refuse" to do anything to support the boycott is to strictly prohibit
any compliance.
The current policy also relates only to directly furnishing information or
executing specific agreements which would discriminate against a U.S. citizen on the
basis of race, religion, or national origin or to refuse to deal with certain U.S.
companies because they have Jews in their management or on their board of directors
or to refuse to deal with other u.s. companies solely because they do business in
Israel.
There is no argument, difference of op1n1on, or otherwise that u.s. firms doing
business in Arab countries should not agree to take such actions against·u.s. citizens
or other U.S. firms on behalf of or at the specific request of a foreign country.
Furthermore, requests for such actions would be required to be reported to the
Secretary of Commerce and are subject to penalties under the law.
The change in language from "signing agreements" to "entering into or implementing
agreements" would appear to extend the prohibition to any cours~ of conduct which
might appear to support the boycott. This language appears to be so broad that a
violation could easily be alleged even though the conduct in fact was related to normal
and prudent business judgments, not to any boycott considerations. The firm charged
with such a violation would then be placed in the position of proving a negative. Such
a course of conduct might relate, for instance, only to compliance with the customs
laws of an Arab country that bar the importation of certain goods or services, which bar
is imposed for reasons other than the boycott. This places the u.s. government, firms
and individuals in the position of trying to determine the motivations behind the
sovereign acts of a foreign country. A u.s. firm may be then placed in the position
of having to prove such a bar to imports of certain goods was not motivated by boycott
considerations but something else which could well prove impossible.

, ...
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The uncertainties involved because of the breadth and lack of clarity, co\tpl~,~-~,.>
with severe penalties, will probably result in most u.s. companies refusing to seek
or do business in Arab countries, which for all intents and purposes amounts to a
counter-boycott.

That this amendment is intended as an absolute prohibition of any conduct or discrimination on the basis of race, religion or national origin, is clearly apparent
from the new language added to section 4. Moreover, such prohibitions, besides being
enforced by the government, and attended with all the problems of proving a negative
required of any person charged with a violation, could be enforced through private
lawsuits by private citizens for treble damages, court costs and attorney's fees under
amendments proposed by new subsection (6) (g). The potential for abuse by such actions
is great and could materially interfere in the conduct of foreign policy. Such a
threat, in addition, would further discourage companies from doing any business in the
Mideast - again, it would institute a counter-boycott.
The amendments to section 4, adding a new subsection (j) (2), are the crux of the
problem posed by this legislation.
Paragraph (A) requires that no person "shall take any action with intent to
comply with or to further or support any trade boycott fostered or imposed by any
foreign country against a country which is friendly to the United States." It does
provide that the mere absence of any business with Israel does not indicate intent.
The company would still have to prove that the absence of business in Israel was not
connected to any desire to do business with an Arab country if any question is raised
clbout that company's conduct in an Arab country or with another U.S. firm.
The language "intent to comply with or to further or support" is all encompassing,
impossible to prove in the negative and would inject great uncertainty into any
business venture. That uncertainty will most likely be so great as to prevent most·
firms from doing any business in an Arab country that supports the boycott. Almost
any course of conduct in negotiating a contract, obediance to laws of a host country
or otherwise conducting a business transaction that selects one firm over another
could be alleged to be a boycott related action or to be intent to comply with the
boycott. This would be the case even if the action represented normal, prudent business
judgment. But the company involved would have to then somehow prove to the satisfaction
of the Secretary, or to a judge or jury if a private right of action is brought, that
it did not take such action with intent to comply - that is, prove a negative.
Subsection (B) specifies particular acts that are prohibited when coupled
with the required intent to comply with the boycott. These are listed for the
purpose of the Secretary of Commerce enforcing the prohibition in (A). Neither
the Secretary nor a private person would be limited to proving the transactions
set out in (B) if in~ent to comply is otherwise shown.
Paragraph. (B) prohibits discrimination on the basis of or furnishing information about any u.s. p~rson related to race, color, religion, sex, nationality or
national origin. It also prohibits any u.s. firm or person from boycotting or
refraining to do business with Israel; with any business :firm, national or resident
of Israel, or with any firm or person which has done, does, .or.proposes to do
business with or in Israel. No firm could furnish information abOut any past,
present or proposed business relationship with or in Israel or with any other u.s.
firm, or whether such other u.s. firm has done, does or proposes:to do any business
with or in Israel.
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Under these restrictions a firm could not even certify that goods were not of
Israeli origin, which fact relates only to the primary bOycott. Intent in virtually
all instances is subjective and must be shown by proving a pattern or course of conduct. It would have to be shown by circumstances, such as consistently not dealing
with a particular u.s. firm. Such conduct, however, could be the result of normal
business judgments based on quality of or ability to deliver a product on time,
inability to produce goods or services of sufficient quantity, etc. The problems
raised are formidable and have not been examined to any degree. The language of
this amendment amounts to a total and absolute prohibition against any compliance
with the boycott, even innocuous provisions. Such an absolute prohibition amounts
to a counter-boycott of Arab States by the u.s. which is not desirable. This was
pointed out in the Senate Banking Committee report on s. 3084, at page 21 as follows:

.....
~s . noted, the Committee was nr~('d b.r some to bnn any and all
forms of compli!l.nce 'dth the
It condnd<'d. howc>er. thnt such
br..~}TOtt.

a han "·onld be- unfair to mmw L.S. firms. '~ould be of little benefit
to the Fnited Stat<'~"- nnd woitJd dt>pr.ive the President of desirable
flexibilitY in the conduct of "G.S. foreign policy.
·
As absolute prohibition ngninl't <'Omplinnce with foreign bo:.vcotts
would be tnntnmount. to a c·oumer~boycott. For example, if one country_
conditions U.S. bm:ine~s r£>1:ltions with it on a refusal to do bumne.c:;s
witl1 nnotht:or. F.S. firms could not lnwfullv complv w-ith those terms.
If a finn did tlo busint:oss with the bo;ycottiJ1g t·ountt)· bnt not with the
other, it would run the risk of apparent complinncc with the boycott.
regardlE.':::l) of tlte ren~ns why it hod no businE.'Ss relations with the
bOYcotted conntrT.
:-\..firm may sin)pl;v ha>e no business opportunities or interest in that
countn·. Yet on its face. its beha>ior ,,-ould be indistin211ishable from
complfance with the boycott. Rather than risk bei~1i char~d with
compliance. many would undoubtedl;v choose to termmnte busmess relations with the bo~·cotting eountr:r or refrain from developing them
in the first place. Tl1e result would be a counter-boycott.
In the present context. !'uch n policy would ilepri,·e U.S. businesses
which l1ave no opportm1ities or interest in Israel of legitimate business opportunities in the Arab states. Others might simplY source their
sales to the Arab states from foreign subsidiaries in ord.cr to circumvent U.S. law. In nnv eYent. r.S. trade reb.tions would be severelv impnir<'d "Without. any· corresponding benefit to the United StatE.>S: Tb.~
termination of U.S. husine!l's relations with the Arab states is a weak
·reecl for attempting to end the long-standing boycott against IsraeL
Other avenues! including progl'(>£S to~ard an onrall settlement of the
)fiddle East question, offer mor~ promLSe.
.
;
For these r£"asons. tl1e CommlttE.'e has focused 1ts efforts on creatmg
pi1blic ncc~:mntnbilit~· nn? an C'nyironmet}t. f_or resisting boycott demands whJle recommendmg specific prohlbJtJons only on attempts to
'interfere with rPlatiom umong U.S. citizens nnil otl1er repugnant di·mens,ions oi foreign ~C?rcot~
.
·
. . . ·. · ·

Furthermore, the House-Senate conference on the tax bill is currently considering the Ribicoff amendment to the tax reform bill which also deals with the
Arab boycott. The conference should complete that bill.in just a few days. It
is not certain just how those provisions are to be administered but they should
be reviewed in order to eliminate overlapping and conflicting jurisdiction·and
enforcement if at all possible.
·

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

September 7, 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR:

RUSS ROURKE

FROM:

JACK

MARS~

I want you to set up a meeting this morning with
Charls Walker, Brent Scowcroft, Bill Hyland, Max,
Seidman or Gorog, Ed Schmults and Jim Cavanaugh.
I want that group to meet together without Walker
first and then set up the meeting with Walker for
around 10:00 or 10:30.
Many thanks.

\

September 3, 1976

\';

./

\../

MEMORANDUM TO THE PRESIDENT
Last night I discussed the contents of the enclosed
"game plan" on the Arabian boycott amendments to the Export Administration Act with John Marsh and John Connally. This morning I
talked with Reg Jones, head of General Electric.
Jack Marsh has reservations about the "veto strategy" but
as of last night Connally did not.
However, he can speak for himsel
The business community has "stayed in the woods" with respect
to the unacceptable Stevenson amendment to the Act (but which is
not as bad as the Bingham amendment).
However, I think it might
work strongly and actively for rejection or amendment of Bingham
on the House floor.
As you know, time is very short. The rule may be obtained
next week with floor action short~y thereafter.
If you were to
accept our suggested strategy, we\wauld recommend that, under your
direction, Marsh and Friedersdorf be in complete charge of the
effort, calling on departmental people as they see fit.
I would
attempt to coordinate the efforts in the business community (something that I've done successfully up to now, in working to "defang"
the Ribicoff boycott amendment to the tax bill).
I shall be around all v-1eek -- in my office (785-9622), at
home (232-7470), or at Burning Tree.
(Incidentally, we are working for Bechtel, Dresser, Fluor,
and Pullman-Kellogg on this project, and our principal contact is
George Shul·tz.)
As always, yours to count on.
Respectfully,
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Please excuse the strong language of parts of the "game
plan." I do not have time to revise it so as to tone it
dovm.

cc:

,.( ______

John 0. Marsh, Jr.
Max Friedersdorf

Stevenson and Ri.ngham Amendments to the Export Admini.stration Act.
The prin~ipal significance of the 27-1 vote in favor of the Bingham amendment
by the House International Relations Commi:!::.tee is that an alternative amendment is
~ t~e only hope to defeat this legislation or make it acceptable.
The Bingham
amendment amounts to a comprehensive counter boycott of Arab countries by the U. S.
on behalf of Israel. There is simply no other way to describe it. Hhat's more, it
can be enforced by private citizens through lawsuits for treble damages which goe.s --..,.,
.... f!t] f( . ' \
way beyond antitrust restrictions and which would affect foreign policy.
:} ·
· .J ~:,\
1
The legislative options are:
\~~
.":: J
,~

- Delay of the legislation at Rules Committee, consideration on the House ~L-
and conference, all of which are almost certain to fail leaving the Administration
with a veto decision at the end with inadequate groundwork laid to even prevent an
override. Any debate on the bill must be shifted from moral issues to foreign policy
ones if a veto is to be successful and still minimize the political damage. This
~?nly be accomplished through a floor fight in the House over an alternativ0 that
a~gressively supports the moral issues; or
- Ultimate acceptance of dangerous and unacceptable legislation. This leaves the
I>.dministration in a position of opposition to something "morally right,u leaves the
next President \vith an impossible and dangerous foreign policy situation and still
leaves the Administration with all the negative political consequences of a veto and
in addition give;:; the appearance of a weak position on foreign policy taken under pressure of the eJection campaign. rrhis appears to be a "no win" position.
- ~et~. 'l'here are actually two options here. A veto based on the curre.<1t Administration position or a veto based on rejection of a "morally right~> but less risky
alternative to the current bills. This last option appears better since some publi_c
support could be gained through a carefully planned floor fight and, the adverse
political consequences v;ould be minimized. l'~lso, it holds at least a snwll prospect
of bei!1g .successful. The members must have a "morally right" alternative to _Y-<:?_te_foE.·
'I'hey cannot and will not vote
the current legislation at this point. If not
successful on the House floor, the ultimate veto could most probably be sustainE-d if
an acceptable alternative could not then be worked out in conference. A veto b<:tsed on
the current Administration probably could not be sustained and the l-odministration viould
be castigated for placing dollars and foreign policy over human values -- a definite
campaign issue. The veto from the "alternative" position is at least a defensible campaign issue and risks alienating the smallest nurnber of voters.
The case to be made is basically tha1.: the Administration is absolnt.ely opposed
to discrimination on the basis of race, religion or national origin and suppocts
legislation to prevent it. The Administration is opposr:::d to the ap;)lication of
the boycott against U. s. companies and any interference by a foreign pm·.·cr in om~
internal affairs and relationships. The
relevant:. difference of
is
hov1 best. to eliminate those aspe.cts of the boycott \vhich are agreed by all to he
_9bj~~able.? 'rhe ·proponents~~-f the current ~rne~d'ffi·e-;Jt--~~Y bc-~iSji;-:~ a;1dth0:-A~~ab
states will terminate those aspects of the boycott which are be
applied to U< s.
citizens and companies simply to keep access to U. S. 90ods and services. 'l'hcy
also may not react adversely in a way that worsens our energy problems, inflation and
weakens our fon~ign policy position of peacemaker in the t-1iddle I.~ast.
bc.o
right but all indications are they are wrong. If they are wrong arc you cash wiliing
to accq)~t~cq)-;:)T;Sj};ility-for u~·E;· adv~rse i1Dd possibly severe conscqu,:·ncPs, ]X.H Lie;..;
larly v1hen the basic moral value::: of this country and its people can be prot;:·c t<:·d
and enforced \vi tJ1.out substantial risk of other adverse conscquel1ces? ·~rhe "J,dndn istration dlternative" allo\ls us i..:o protect and E:nforce our r:1ora1 values, and <J.CC<dlJ~illy
terminate objectionable aspects of the boycott not related t.o those moral i~>snc:s
with miniruum :t:isk uf adversE! consequences as a J~e;>ult of t:his lcgi~.d_ution.

-~.
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~eptemner

f•1EHORANDUM re:
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Bingham and Stevenson Amendments to Export Administration l>.ct

A.

Assessment of Current Situation.
The 27-1 vote on the Bingham amendment clearly points out the problem
on this legislation. The Bingham amendment amounts to a counter boycott a~ainst the
Arab States which bo:r:cott Israel. It, for all intents and purposes, bars any u.s.
trade with Arab States unless they terminate virtua;J.ly all aspects of the boycott.
Yet, there was hardly a voice raised in protest about the unreasonableness of the
specific language.
Moreover, the prohibitions could be enforced in effect, by private
citizens, through lawsuits for treble damages. Even if such suits have no merit the
mere threat would be sufficient in many instances to convince a company not to do
business in any Arab country. Given the current U.S. dependence on oil from the
Middle East and the economic and social consequences of substantial reductions in
supply or increases in price, the immediate loss of business and jobs in the U.S.
seems minor in comparison. Other consequences relate to balance of payments, dollar
value in world markets and a greatly impaired ability to be able to stop another major
war in the Hiddle East - much less negotiate a peaceful settlement.
The Bingham amendment v-;as available to most members of the Cornmittee on
E'riday, August 27. · t--Jhen the CO!Thl.ittee met on 'l'uesday, August 31, these issues were
hardly even raised, much less discussed. The particular effect of the specific
language was not discussed at all. The discussion - no debate - centered on the
moral issue. Only a fev.1 Members even alluded to the risks generally involved in
legislation of· this t.ype. No alternatives were offered and every member present,
but one, made it clear they \vould not vote against legislation of this type. Sor,le
would have voted "yes" on a more moderate alternative, so long as it prohibited
discrimination on the basis of race, religion and national origin, and did not
acquiesc<:_ in the interference and coercion by a foreign power in the business :t:elationships between U.S. companies and with any other country.
This is a co~~ittee, the members of which are accustomed to discussing
sensitive issues of foreign policy, which type of discussion was very evident the
follo\';ing day on other amendments. It therefore appears that the only approaches to
oppose such extreme and sensitive legislation is through delays which avoid debate
and voting on the record or through moderate legislative alternatives that also
meet the moral issues involved, i.e. that meet the same objectives •.dth less risk
of confrontation and adverse consequences.
The _c::p.]?g}~_::;_ion, the!efore, is that if this legislation cannot be dc:layed
until t:he existing la':-' expires and Congres;; adjourn:.~, then a single lcgio..~L:ltive
alternative rnust. be proposed on the floor of the House that cont!.:"c~-~~ts with the
Bingha>'t and Stevenson amendments only \v:i.th :regard to :r_-eduction o:C t~he risk ci: confrontation and adverse foreign policy consequences. It mast be one '>·chich can be
shown to support the same basic objectives of prohibiting discJ:imination on the
basis of race, l~eligion and national origin as \'lell as ending the application of
the boycott by and against U.S. companies through foreign coercion.

not al tcn:d.

- 2 Otherwise, if the Administration maintains its ·current position of no
legislation; it must clearly and unequivocably be prepared to veto any bill coming
out of conference, ctnd try to prevent an override to succeed.
It is extremely doubtful that it could prevent an override from its current position. The moral issues
\'lill be characterized as outweighing the risks and therefore the risks and adverse
consequences must be accepted. h'hat is "right" must be done even if it hurts.
What's more, the Administration will be characterized as valuing dollars over human
rights and thus as inunoral. Not only is that a "no win" position., it is futile and
an unnecessary result.
If the only choice is an unsuccessful veto characterized as immoral, or
acceptance of extremely dangerous and irresponsible legislation from a foreign
policy standpoint, that is no choice.
If,ultimately,irresponsible legislation can only be prevented by a veto,
then the veto must clearly be demonstrated to be on moral and resrmnsible grounds.
A compromise cannot be negotiated on the House floor if the In1:ernational Relations
Committee members would not even discuss the specific problems with parts of the
an1endment.
Conclusion: Present an alternative on the floor that clearly and
decisively supports -c.he moral issues ra.ised but avoius the most dangerous risks of
the Bingham and Stevenson amendments.
It must center the debate on the best way to
end the boycott while preventing interference by a foreign power in the internal
affai:r.-s of the U.S.
It must be presented as a total package, a plan, a total course
of action.
The force and power of the argurnent itself may succeed, particularly if
i t is understood by most ~1embers as supportive of Jews and Israel. 'l'hus it shoul(i
be a simple alternative requiring only minor amendments.
It must: be drafted from
the Bingham or Stevenson arr.endments (preferably the latter) using their Janguage as
much as possible. It could be p:resented as an w:nendment or a substi tuJce depending
on the nature of the alt:ernative. 'l'his point needs careful consideration but a
substitute seems preferable if the support of the moral issues is to be decisively
and clearly presented. How will a motion to strike the section on private :r:igh'c of
action be perceived, for example.
It seems to be better to have one vote up or
dovm on an alt.ernative that contains tl1e identical language on discrimination as
the Stevenson or Bingham ancendments.
Take the best. of both or draft from the St.evenson amendment since it takes
less alteration. Bingham will say it does nothing about secondary aspects, only
tm.-tiary, but that can be amended and wade vmrkable through exceptions relating to
respect for the laws of a foreign sovereign, etc.
(It may also be possible to take
l~n?uagc from the_ lhbicoff umendment to the tax hill since i t \·Jill probably be ./'.;·~-i~i.ifr,~
0)\
Lunshed by the tuae of the !louse debate on the Expo.rt Administration Act and /·":) ··
very well could be acceptable to the Administ~ration.)
-~.)

ur
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'l'he advantage is a floor debate in the Honse where everyone can nc;rce<·bn
\ .and support the moral issues.
It not. only lays groundwork to yrevcn1: override 'b£. ..___,.-"'.,..'
a veto if necessary, it can be decisive to gaiii--thc-;:;-ecessary public :~l:,·:,~~o.i:·t·o-y:---at
least- av;id IT!a~S:-i.-;e -adve~:.c;c p~blic reaction even }n the -Jcwish--~~--;;;mu:r;Tt-::-~;--:--·-·:r-;;jC)]:Ct
the-vC:;f(~on the alternative-·:EaJ:Ts-it.\.iiJ:T force the issue ir-lc0i1tcntion-·--;:;;--;-·-:::c;·~s1e-
£or;iqn-})olicy issues ~--~;ottTic!!r:C~ral on--,.~~~-:-·---rT1C-;-·c:on-t,..e:i.:encc1:-ep\.)rt com["1Y:Z;;--~-i~~--_rr_g ----bct.~Ycel1--~;-tcV cr-1Son
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If it might become a campaign jssue, which it well could with George
Meany st:r.-ongly ;>upporting the Eioi.coff ~unendment, then the impact on tl-12 canQaign
.. ...:1..!-
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Timing of the veto should be considered in this regard. A good rule of thumb is
if the veto proves necessary, then the sooner the better.

1. Delay the bill in Rules Committee. This may be possible but a
repeat of the International Relations Committee vote is more probable. The major
Jewish organizations will most likely blitz the Hembers who will also have no
alternative to support. What's more, if a permanent delay until adjournment
is not won, then the veto comes later rather than sooner and after more and more
members are locked in. Even if successful, the public and Jewish reaction will
be virtually identical to a veto based on the current Administration position
on "no legislation." It would become a major campaign issue in either case and
cost more Jewish votes than the "alternative approach."
2. Delay floor consideration until adjournm~nt.
This appears to be
only theoretical since there is no apparent way to accomplish it unless the Speaker
simply refuses to place it on the Calendar. He could be easily overridden by
the Democratic caucus. Like-;.1ise, many Republicans in tough races \'mn' t support
such an approach. This approach would put many Hembers not only in an impossible
position, but also jeopardize their campaigns for reelection. The President
can ill afford the loss of support of these Membeors it seems if an alternative is
available.
3. Delay the bill in conference until adjournment. This approach has
only slightly more of a chance to succeed. A majority of conferees on both sides
would have to
it, and rc1erely reviewing possible conferee? makes such an
approach appear futile. 'l'he Administration will still be faced with a veto of ~··, ·n-·~
a bill somewhere between Stevenson and Bingham. This puts the veto in the same?·· · ~F.o ··,
light as the "no legislation" position outlined above.
;~'
<~:·)
4.

Defeat the

Not worth considering.

\~>
\~

~~~,

\-/

"'·"'----·/
5. Veto. The odds have to be that a veto will be the ultimate decision.
If nothing more
done than has been done to date by the Administration, there 'then
is a high likelihood of a successful override--the worst of all worlds. The basic
question seems not to be whether to veto but what to veto.
The alternative is accepting unacceptable and dangerous 1Ec~gislation. The o:1ly
chance to avoid a veto appears to be adoption of an
alternative on the House
floor. At least if that approach fails, v;hich is more likely than notr the political
effect of a veto would be minimized and more acceptable than any
alternative
except signing a Stevenson/Bingham compromise
that
\vi 11 have
acceptable.
6. One additional
is to wait
conference to offer an alternative. This simply does not appear to be feasible.
If there is no fight on the
House floor, t_hen a conference can only result in an unacceptable compromise
between Stevenson and Bingham since Stevenson is the best tha-t could be obtained,
and it is itself unacceptable (unl
could even get that under these circumstances) . l:'urthc;r, the Administration 'tlill still be charactcd::eed as in
tion
and insensitive to the moral issues. A veto wouJ d still be neccs:>ary and most
likely overridden--again the worst of all v:orlds. 'l'he only v!ay to get <Jn

- 4 acceptable bill out of conference is to pass a more moderate alternative than the
Stevenson amen&nent on the House floor. A modified Stevenson alternative approved
on the House floor, if aggressively pushed, could stand a good chance of coming
out of conference in acceptable form. At least if it does not, a veto is, again,
less damaging.
The Senate conferees would probably be Stevenson, Proxmire, Williams,
Mcintyre, Cranson, Biden, Tower, Helms and Garn. The mix on the House
is
uncertain, but would be at least 2-1. Bingham, who is twelfth in line, would
have to be included and it would certainly be in the Administration's interest
to assure that Hamilton (tenth) is also included on the Democratic side. If
the split were roughly 10-5, at least Derwinski, Findley, and Buchanan \·7ould
be on the conference.
7. There is a possible seventh option with a jurisdictional conflict
\vith t:he Joint Cormuittee on Atomic Energy, but that jurisdictional question would
appear to have been resolved, and this strategy negated as an option by the action
of the Committee to introduce a clean bill to be reported out by the House International Relations Co~~ittee rather than H. R. 7665 (which is the simple extension)
\'lith amendments. Speaker Albert indicated on Wednesday, Septerilber 1, that in
the latter case when the amendment on nuclear proliferation comes up, he would
rule that it had to be co-referred to the Joint Committee. On the other hand,
the clean bill, H. R. 15377, incorporating all an1endments will be referred solely
to International Relations.

'l'v;ro final notes on a veto strategy:
(a) A much stronger case for a veto
could obviously be made on the Bingham amendment than the Stevenson amendment.
The Bingham an1endment can be clearly shown to establish a counter-boycott on
behalf of Israel since it is so extreme. It is highly vulnerable to a moderc:te
"alternat.ive" which also prohibits the most objectionable forms of discrimination.
It can .':!.lso be accurately characterized as almost certainly confrontations, and
dangerous in the extreme. If the alternative loses on the floor, the Bing~am
language is much easier to veto than Stevenson. If the alternative is aggressivel;
presented on the floor there is a slight chance even of getting it adopted in
conference. That depends on the floor debate. The most effective Hembers from
both sides of the aisle 'l.·lho do not have the rig:_ht races in di::;tricts with a high
12ercentage of Je\1ish voters \·lill have to be encouraged !:o make the case for the
altern.:.1tive. Strong conservatives with safe seats and no Jewish voters are n-Jt
going to
too credible or effective.
(b) It is absolutely critical to any St:_l?ategy that itbe a9reed to and
fully supported fro:n the outset by the President and with the full support and
cooperation of State, Treasury, Commerce, NSC, White House Congressional Re_;l3?:_t.io~,
~mc~ __!:he Ca~!r>a~n Committee~€!:_- could volunteer t~ coordinate s!::::::_ategy :-;it_I:_Co_unsel
Harsh. It is critical because the Congressmen mal:dng this fight must know and
be able to say that they have full, unqualified su~port of the President. The
vet<?_ thre_~_t:__ must be stated in no uncertain terms at the time of the Hog§.e flqor
1~
fight on the House International Relations Committee bill.
.?

be

<' \

c.

The Basic Case

·;, \

Stevenson or Bingham amen::1ments. 'fhe problem \·litli
adopt the relevant language
the Acbtinistr:-ation legislation is that it: co::~tains a private right of action
authorization which can result in private lawsuits adversely affecting foreign
policy.)

....

..-·
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2. vle are absolutely oppased to the boycott and are committed to do
everything to end its application to U. S. citizens and conpanies. The only
relevant question is how to best achieve that goal.
The proponents of the current amendments may be right. The Arabs may
drop the bOJ:'Cott in order to obtain U. S. goods and services without any retaliation
or adverse consequences to our energy problems and foreign policy to promote
peace in the Mideast. But we don't think the Arabs will drop the boycott. We
think also that they may react adversely. Can we eliminate discrimination against
U. S. citizens on the basis of race, religion and national origin and the application of objectionable aspects of the boycott to U. S. companies without the risk
of these adverse effects? Yes, at least we can do so and greatly minimize those
risks.
If these amendments are passed in their current form and their proponents
prove to be wrong about the Arabs dropping those aspects of the boycott that
relate to U. S. companies, are you willing to accept the adverse consequences?
Particularly when we can achieve the identical goals without those risks? Are
you willing to accept responsibility for those consequences when the same goals
can be achieved "''ithout substantial risk of precipitating those consequences?
lviore is involved .than just some business for U. S. companies and the jobs that
go with that business. There is no certainty that we could limit the adverse
consequences to those alone. If you prove to be wrong, are you willing to take
the more difficult and dangerous steps to resolve those consequences? Particularly
when we can achieve the same goals without such confrontation?
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Mr. John Marsh

PERSONAL &

CONFIDBN~IAL

I

Date _s_e_p_t_e_m_b_e_r_s_,_1_9_7_6_
from the desk of Charls E. Walker

W:

Congressman James H. Quillen

Our study of the foreign boycott provisions
of H. R. 15377, the extension of the Export
Administration Act, indicates some very severe
problems that would arise from enactment.
Since
this bill is to be considered by the Rules Committee tomorrow, September 9, I thought you might
be interested in the attached material.

··.

Identical note sent to:
John B. Anderson
Delbert L. Latta
John Young
Trent Lott
Del Clav1son
Richard Bolling

L\:tenn1ned to be an
t":'.r~•·;~.;\-"""r:-'...
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September 8, 1976

SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS OJi' THE BINGHAM AMENDMENT
TO THE EXTENSION OF THE EXPORT ADMINISTRATION ACT
AS REPORTED BY HOUSE INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS COMMITTEE (H.R. 15377)
This legislation amends sections 3 and 4 of the Expert Administration Act of
1969 (SO U.S.C. 2401, et.seq.) to change the policy of the United States regarding
opposition to economic boycotts imposed by other countries against countries friendly
to the United States.
It would first amend section 3(5)(B) [50 u.s.c. 2402 (S)(B)] by changing the
current statement of policy which is to "encourage and request" u.s. companies engaged
in export to refuse to take any action, including "the furnishing of information or
the signing of agreements," which has the effect of furthering or supporting boycotts
against countries friendly to the United States to a statement of policy which "requires"
U.S. companies engaged in export to refuse to take any action, including, "furnishing
information or entering into or implementing agreements," which has the effect of
furthering or supporting such boycotts.
The effect of the amendment to this section is to make it the policy of the U.S.
not only to oppose such boycotts but also to strictly prohibit u.s. firms from directly
complying or doing anything which might be construed as supporting the boycott rather
than to discourage compliance. The only effective way for the gov~rnment to "require"
u.s. firms to "refuse" to do anything to support the boycott is to strictly prohibit
any compliance.
The current policy also relates only to directly furnishing information or
executing specific agreements which would discriminate against a u.s. citizen on the
basis of race, religion, or national origin or to refuse to deal with certain U.S.
companies because they have Jews in their management or on their board of directors
or to refuse to deal with other u.s. companies solely because they do business in
Israel.
There is no argument, difference of op1n1on, or otherwise that u.s. firms doing
business in Arab countries should not agree to take such actions against·u.s. citizens
or other u.s. firms on behalf of or at the specific request of a foreign country.
Furthermore, requests for such actions would be required to be reported to the
Secretary of Commerce and are subject to penalties under the law.
The change in language from "signing agreements" to "entering into or implementing
agreements" would appear to extend the prohibition to any course of conduct which
might appear to support the boycott. This language appears to be so broad that a
violation could easily be alleged even though the conduct in fact was related to normal
and prudent business judgments, not to any boycott considerations. The firm charged
with such a violation would then be placed in the position of proving a negative. Such
a course of conduct might relate, for instance, only to compliance with the customs
laws of an Arab country that bar the importation of certain goods or services, which bar
is imposed for reasons other than the boycott. This places the u.s. government, firms
and individuals in the position of trying to dete~nine the motivations behind the
sovereign acts of a foreign country. A u.s. firm may be then placed in the position
of having to prove such a bar to imports of certain goods was not motivated by boycott
considerations but something else which could well prove impossible.
-~ ~ ._
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Under these restrictions a firm could not even certify that goods were not of
Israeli origin, which fact relates only to the primary boycott. Intent in virtually
all instances is subjective and must be shown by proving a pattern or course of conduct. It would have to be shown by circumstances, such as consistently not dealing
with a particular u.s. firm. Such conduct, however, could be the result of normal
business judgments based on quality of or ability to deliver a product on time,
inability to produce goods or services of sufficient quantity, etc. The problems
raised are formidable and have not been examined to any degree. The language of
this amendment amounts to a total and absolute prohibition against any compliance
with the boycott, even innocuous provisions. Such an absolute prohibition amounts
to a counter-boycott of Arab States by the u.s. which is not desirable. This was
pointed out in the Senate Banking Committee report on s. 3084, at page 21 as follows:
,. As noted, the Committee was urgrd by some to lmn any and a11
fonns of cou1pli~nce \rith the b(J:w·ott. It condndrd. hom:>ver. that suc.'h
a ban would bl' unfair to mnn.- "C.S. firms. wonld be of little benefit
to the Fnited Statr"'. antl '-':oitld. UPprive the President of desirable
flexibility in the conduct of LJ.S. foreign policy.
As absolute prohibition ng-aimt compliance with foreign boycotts
would be tnntamount to a c-ounH•r-boycott. For exnmple~ if on£> country
conditions U.S. business relations with it on a refusal to do business
with nnoth<.>r. U.S. firms could not lnw:fully COI!lply \Yith those terms.
If a finn did do lmsin('S5 with the boycotting country bat not with the
other, it would run the risk of apparent compliance with the boycott.
regardless of the rensons v;hy it had no business relations with the
boYcotted cmmtrv.
·
:.\.firm may siniply ha•e no business opportunities or interest in that
country. Yet on its face. its behaYior would be indistini!Uishab1e from
compli'ance with the boycott. Rather than risk bein£ charg~d with
compliance. many \\·ould undoubtedl.v choosE' to terminate busmess relations "·ith the boycottin~ countr~· or rdrain from developing them
in the first place. The resuit ,,-ould be a counter-boycott.
In the present context. such a policy would deprive U.S. businesses
which han~ no opportm1ities or interest in Israel of legitimate business opportunities in the Arab stat<.>s. Others might simply source their
sales to the Arab states :from foreicn subsidiaries in order to circumwnt U.S. J:nY. In anY E"rcnt. r.S. trade re1ntions would be severelv impair<•d without any· corresponding: benefit to the United States~ Tl:te.
tetminntion of U.S. husine~s re1ntions \Yith the Arab stah:s is a weak
reed for attempting to end the long-standing boycott against Israel.
Other aYenues, including: progrE>ss toward an oYerall settlement of the
)fjddle East question, of:i'er mor~ promise.
.
:
For these rPnsons. the Committee has focused 1ts efforts on creatmg
public ncc~:mntnhility m?~ an en;:ironmei!t. f_or resisting boycott de~
m:mcls while. recommQnamp- specific proh1bJtlons only on attempts to
interfere with r<.>lations ::tmong: "C.S. citizens and other repugnantdimen:;~ons of foreign b?)~~otts.
.
· ·

Furthermore, the House-Senate conference on the tax bill is currently considering the Ribicoff amendment to the tax reform bill which also deals with the
Arab boycotto The conference should complete that bill. in just a few daysa It
is not certain just how those provisions are to be administered but they should
be reviewed in order to eliminate overlapping and conflicting jurisdiction and
enforcement if at all possible.
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The uncertainties involved because of the breadth and lack of clarity, coupled
with severe penalties, will probably result in most U.S. companies refusing to seek
or do business in Arab countries, which for all intents and purposes amounts to a
counter-boycott.
That this amendment is intended as an absolute prohibition of any conduct or discrimination on the basis of race, religion or national origin, is clearly apparent
from the new language added to section 4. Moreover, such prohibitions, besides being
enforced by the government, and attended with all the problems of proving a negative
required of any person charged with a violation, could be enforced through private
lawsuits by private citizens for treble damages, court costs and attorney's fees under
amendments proposed by new subsection (6) (g) • The potential for abuse by such actions
is great and could materially interfere in the conduct of foreign policy. Such a
threat, in addition, would further discourage companies from doing any business in the
Mideast - again, it would institute a counter-boycott.
The amendments to section 4, adding a new subsection (j) (2), are the crux of the
problem posed by this legislation.
Paragraph (A) requires that no person "shall take any action with intent to
comply with or to further or support any trade boycott fostered or imposed by any
foreign country against a country which is friendly to the United States ... It does
provide that the mere absence of any business with Israel does not indicate intent.
The company would still have to prove that the absence of business in Israel was not
connected to any desire to do business with an Arab country if any question is raised
anout that company's conduct in an Arab country or with another U.S. firm.
The language "intent to comply with or to further or support" is all encompassing,
impossible to prove in the negative and would inject great uncertainty into any
business venture. That uncertainty will most likely be so great as to prevent most
firms from doing any business in an Arab country that supports the boycott. Almost
any course of conduct in negotiating a contract, obediance to laws of a host country
or otherwise conducting a business transaction that selects one firm over another
could be alleged to be a boycott related action or to be intent to comply with the
boycott. This would be the case even if the action represented normal, prudent business
judgment. But the company involved would have to then somehow prove to the satisfaction
of the Secretary, or to a judge or jury if a private right of action is brought, that
it did not take such action with intent to comply - that is, prove a negative.
Subsection (B) specifies particular acts that are prohibited when coupled
with the required intent to comply with the boycott. These are listed for the
purpose of the Secretary of Commerce enforcing the prohibition in (A). Neither
the Secretary nor a private person would be limited to proving the transactions
set out in (B) if intent to comply is otherwise shown.
Paragraph (B) prohibits discrimination on the basis of or furnishing information about any u.s. person related to race, color, religion, sex, nationality or
national origin. It also prohibits any u.s. firm or person from boycotting or
refraining to do business with Israel; with any business :firm, national or resident
of Israel; or with any firm or person which has done, does, .or proposes to do
business with or in Israel. No firm could furnish information about any past,
present or proposed business relationship with or in Israel or with any other u.s.
firm, or whether such other u.s. firm has done, does or proposes.to do any business
with or in Israel.
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MEMORANDUM TO THE PRESIDENT
Last night I discussed the contents of the enclosed
"game plan" on the Arabian boycott amendments to the Export Administration Act with John Marsh and John Connally. This morning I
talked with Reg Jones, head of General Electric.
Jack Marsh has reservations about the "veto strategy" but
as of last night Connally did not. However, he can speak for himself.
The business community has "stayed in the woods" with respect
to the unacceptable Stevenson amendment to the Act (but which is
not as bad as the Bingham amendment). However, I think it might
work strongly and actively for rejection or amendment of Bingham
on the House floor.
As you know, time is very short. The rule may be obtained
next week with floor action shortly thereafter. If you were to
accept our suggested strategy, we\would recommend that, under your
direction, Marsh and Friedersdorf be in complete charge of the
effort, calling on departmental people as they see fit. I would
attempt to coordinate the efforts in the business community (something that I've done successfully up to now, in working to "defang"
the Ribicoff boycott amendment to the tax bill}.
I shall be around all week-- in my office (785-9622), at
home (232-7470), or at Burning Tree.
(Incidentally, we are working for Bechtel, Dresser, Fluor,
and Pullman-Kellogg on this project, and our principal contact is
George Shultz.)
As always, yours to count on.

.f-;
Cld L.

Respectfully,

p.

cc:

s.

AU

Please excuse the strong language of parts of the "game
plan." I do not have time to revise it so as to tone it
down.
John 0. Marsh, Jr.
Max Friedersdorf
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SUMMARY OF MEMORANDUM ON ANTI-BOYCOTT LEGISLATION
Stevenson and Binghrun Amendments to the Expqrt Administration Act.

B':-"Fo';;,~
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amen~ent
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The principal significance of the 27-1 vote in favor of the Bingham
by the House International Relations Committee is that an alternative amendment is
now the only hope to defeat this legislation or make it acceptable. The Bingham
amendment amounts to a comprehensive counter boycott of Arab countries by the u. s.
on behalf of Israel. There is simply no other way to describe it. What's more, it
can be enforced by private citizens through lawsuits for treble damages which goes
way beyond antitrust restrictions and which would affect foreign policy.

.~

The legislative options are:
- Delay of the legislation at Rules Committee, consideration on the House floor
and conference, all of which are almost certain to fail leaving the Administration
with a veto decision at the end with inadequate groundwork laid to even prevent an
override. Any debate on the bill must be shifted from moral issues to foneign policy
ones if a veto is to be successful and still minimize the political damage. This
~only be accomplished through a floor fight in the House over an alternative that
ag9ressively supports the moral issues; or
- Ultimate acceptance of dangerous and unacceptable legislation. This leaves the
Jl.dministration in a position of opposition to something "morally right," leaves the
next President with an impossible and dangerous foreign pol~cy situation and still
leaves the Administration with all the negative political consequences of a veto and
in addition gives the appearance of a weak position on foreign policy taken under pressure of the election campaign. This appears to be a "no win" position.
- ~· 'l'here are actually two options here. A veto based on the current Administration position or a veto based on rejection of a "morally right" but less risky
alternative to the current bills. This last option appears better since some public
support could be gained through a carefully planned floor fight and, the adverse
political consequences would be minimized. Also, it holds at least a small prospect
of being successful. The members must have a "morally right" alternative to vote for.
They cannot and will not vote against the current legislation at this point. ~not
successful on the House floor, the ultimate veto could most probably be sustained if
an acceptable alternative could not then be worked out in conference. A veto based on
the current Administration probably could not be sustained and the Administration would
be castigated for placing dollars and foreign policy over human values -- a definite
campaign issue. The veto from the "alternative" position is at least a defensible campaign issue and risks alienating the smallest nuwber of voters.
The case to be made is basically that the Administration is absolutely opposed
to discrimination on the basis of race, religion or national origin and supports
legislation to prevent it. The Administration is opposed to the application of
the boycott against U. s. companies and any interference by a foreign power in our
internal affairs and relationships. The only relevant difference of opinion is
how best to eliminate those aspects of the boY.cott which are agreed by all to be
objectionable? The proponents of the current amendments may be right and the Arab
states will terminate those aspects of the boycott which are being applied to U. s.
citizens and companies simply to keep access to u. s. goods and services. 'I'hey
also may not react adversely in a way that worsens our energy problems, inflation and
weakens our foreign policy position of peacemaker in the Middle East. Thex ma~~
right but all indications are they are wrong. If they are wrong are you eash wil.iin'}
to accept responsibility for the adverse and possibly severe consequences, particularly when the basic moral values of this country and its people can be protected
and enforced without substantial risk of other adverse consequeilCes? The "l,dministration alternative" allows us to protect and enforce our moral values, and gradually
terminate objectionable aspects of the boycott not related to those moral issues
with minimum risk of adverse consequences as a result of this legislatior~.
September 3, 1976
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Bingham and Stevenson Amendments to Export Administration Act ~

"
Assessment of Current Situation.
The 27-l vote on the Bingham amendment clearly points out the problem
on this legislation. The Bingham amendment amounts to a counter boycott against the
Arab States which boycott Israel. It, for all intents and purposes, bars any u.s.
trade with Arab States unless they terminate virtually all aspects of the boycott.
Yet, there was hardly a voice raised in protest about the unreasonableness of the
specific language.

A.

Moreover, the prohibitions could be enforced in effect, by private
citizens, through lawsuits for treble damages. Even if such suits have no merit the
mere threat would be sufficient in many instances to convince a company not to do
business in any Arab country. Given the current u.s. dependence on oil from the
Middle East and the economic and social consequences of substantial reductions in
supply or increases in price, the immediate loss of business and jobs in the U.S.
seems minor in comparison. Other consequences relate to balance of payments, dollar
value in world markets and a greatly impaired ability to be able to stop another major
war in the Middle East - much less negotiate a peaceful settlement.
The Bingham amendment was available to most members of the Committee on
Friday, August 27. When the Committee met on Tuesday, August 31, these issues were
hardly even raised, much less discussed. The particular effect of the specific
language was not discussed at all. The discussion - no debate - centered on the
moral issue. Only a few Members even alluded to the risks generally involved in
legislation of this type. No alternatives were offered and every member present,
but one, made it clear they would not vote against legislation of this type. Some
would have voted "yes" on a more moderate alternative, so long as it prohibited
discrimination on the basis of race, religion and national origin, and did not
acquiesce in the interference and coercion by a foreign power in the business relationships between U.S. companies and with any other country.
This is a committee, the members of which are accustomed to discussing
sensitive issues of foreign policy, which type of discussion was very evident the
following day on other amendments. It therefora appears that the only approaches to
oppose such extreme and sensitive legislation is through delays which avoid debate
and voting on the record or through moderate legislative alternatives that also
meet the moral issues involved, i.e. that meet the same objectives with less risk
of confrontation and adverse consequences.
The conclusion,therefore,is that if this legislation cannot be delayed
until the existing la~ expires and Congress adjourn~ tl1en a single legislative
alternative must be proposed on the floor of the House that contrasts with the
Bingham and Stevenson amendments only with regard to reduction of the risk of confrontation and adverse foreign policy consequences. It must be one which can be
shown to support the same basic objectives of prohibiting discrimination on th~
basis of race 1 religion and national origin as well as ending the application of
the boycott by and against u.s. companies through foreign coercion.
The only question raised for debate should be the best way to end the
application of certain aspects of the boycott against u.s. companies. No CongE_£SS::
man can responsibly support a ,rosition which opposes passing any le:;islation at:._
this point and virtually none will do so. Yet this is _the stated. position o.f_the
Administration at this time. Thus it is clear that the Administration posi_tion \'Jill
be overwhelmingly defeated if it is not altered.
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Otherwise, if the Administration maintains its current position of rh'."
;-\
legislation, it must clearly and unequivocably be prepared to veto any bill ddming
~~
out of conference, and try to prevent an override to succeed. It is extremel'y'doubt- ' '
ful that it could prevent an override from its current position. The moral issues
will be characterized as outweighing the risks and therefore the risks and adverse
consequences must be accepted. What is "right" must be done even if it hurts.
What's more, the Administration will be characterized as valuing dollars over human
rights and thus as immoral. Not only is that a "no win" position., it is futile and
an unnecessary result.
If the only choice is an unsuccessful veto characterized as immoral, or
acceptance of extremely dangerous and irresponsible legislation from a foreign
policy standpoint, that is no choice.
If,ultimately,irresponsible legislation can only be prevented by a veto,
then the veto must clearly be demonstrated to be on moral and responsible grounds.
A compromise cannot be negotiated on the House floor if the International Relations
Corr~ittee members would not even discuss the specific problems with parts of the
amendment.
Conclusion: Present an alternative on the floor that clearly and
decisively supports the moral issues raised but avoids the most dangerous risks of
the Bingham and Stevenson amendments. It must center the debate on the best way to
end the boycott while preventing interference by a foreign power in the internal
affairs of the u.s. It must be presented as a total package, a plan, a total course
of action.
The force and power of the argurr.ent. itself may succeed, particularly if
it is understood by most Members as supportive of Jews and Israel. 'l'hus it should.
be a simple alternative requiring only minor amendments. It. mus·t be drafted from
the Bingham or Stevenson amendments (preferably the latter) using their language as
much as possible. It could be presented as an amendment or a substitute depending
on the nature of the alternative. This point needs careful consideration but a
substitute see~s preferable if the support of the moral issues is to be decisively
and clearly presented. How will a motion to strike the section on private right of
action be perceived, for example. It seems to be better to have one vote up or
down on an alternative that contains the identical language on discrimination as
the Stevenson or Bingham amendments.
Take the best of both or draft from the Stevenson amendment since it takes
less alteration. Bingham will say it does nothing about secondary aspects, only
tertiary,but that can be amended and made workable through exceptions relating to
respect for the laws of a foreign sovereign, etc. (It may also be possible to take
language from the Ribicoff amendmen·t to the tax bill since it will probably be
finished by the time of the House debate on the
Administration Act and
very well could be acceptable to the Administration.)
The advantage is a floor debate in the House where everyone can agree on
and support the moral issues. It not only lays groundwork to prevent override of
a veto if necessary, it can be decisive to gain the necessary public support_~! a~
least avoid massive adverse public reaction even in the Jewish community. Even if
the vot:e'"on the alternative fails it will force the issue in contention on tot11eforeign policy issues, not the moral ones. The conference report· comprc;ffils:i..ng - between Stevenson and Bingham could at least then be vetoed with the minimuiu possible
adverse public impact.
If it might become a campaign issue, which it well could with George
Meany strongly supporting the Ribicoff a.'llendment, then the impact on the campaign
could also be minimized. Depending on luck and skill it might even be neutrali?.ed.
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Timing of the veto should be considered in this regard. A good rule of th~~i~D,P';;,
;/,.._it~
.... //'\
if the veto proves necessary, then the sooner the better.
,
1 •:
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1. Delay the bill in Rules Committee. This may be possible but a
repeat of the International Relations Committee vot.e is more probable. The major
Jewish organizations will most likely blitz the Meniliers who will also have no
alternative to support. What's more, if a permanent delay until adjournment
is not won 1 then the veto comes later rather than sooner and after more and more
members are locked in. Even if successful, the public and Jewish reaction will
be virtually identical to a veto based on the current Administration position
on "no legislation." It would become a major campaign issue in either case and
cost more Jewish votes than the "alternative approach."
2. Delay floor consideration until adjournment.
This appears to be
only theoretical since there is no apparent way to accomplish it unless the Speaker
simply refuses to place it on the Calendar. He could be easily overridden by
the Democratic caucus. Likewise, many Republicans in tough races won't support
such an approach. This approach would put many Members not only in an impossible
position, but also jeopardize their campaigns for reelection. The President
can ill afford the loss of support of these Members it seems if an alternative is
available.
3. Delay the bill in conference until adjournment. This approach has
only slightly more of a chance to succeed. A majority of conferees on both sides
would have to support it,and merely reviewing possible conferee~ makes such an
approach appear futile. The Administration will still be faced with a veto of
a bill somewhere between Stevenson and Bingham. This puts the veto in the same
light as the "no legislation" position outlined above.
4.

Defeat the Conference Report.

Not worth considering.

5. Veto. The odds have to be that a veto will be the ultimate decision.
If nothing more is done than has been done to date by the Administration, there then
is a high likelihood of a successful override--the worst of all worlds. The basic
question seems not to be whether to veto but what to veto.
The alternative is accepting unacceptable and dangerous legislat.ion. The only
chance to avoid a veto appears to be adoption of an acceptable alternative on the House
floor. At least if that approach fails, which is more likely than not, the political
effect of a veto would be minimized and more acceptable than any other alternative
except signing a Stevenson/Bingham compromise out of conference. The probl_em wi·th
that is that the next President will have to live with the consequences in the.
Middle East as a result. Only the President can determine if those consequences
will be acceptable.
6. One additional option is to wait until conference to offer an alternative. This simply does not appear to be feasible. If there is no fight on the
House floor, then a conference can only result in an unacceptable compromise
between Stevenson and Bingham since Stevenson is the best that could be obtained,
and it is itself unacceptable (unlikely could even get that under these circumstances). Further, the Administration will still be characterized as in opposition
and insensitive to the moral issues. A veto would still be necessary and most
likely overridden--again the worst of all vJOrlds. The only way to get an

- 4 acceptable bill out of conference is to pass a more moderate alternativE! than the'
Stevenson amendment on the House floor. A modified Stevenson alternative approved
on the House floor, if aggressively pushed, could stand a good chance of coming
out of conference in acceptable form. At least if it does not, a veto is, again,
less damaging.
The Senate conferees would probably be Stevenson, Proxmire, Williams,
Mcintyre, Cranson, Biden, Tower, Helms and Garn. The mix on the House side is
uncertain, but would be at least 2-1. Bingham, who is twelfth in line, would
have to be included and it would certainly be in the Administration's interest
to assure that Hamilton (tenth) is also included on the Democratic side. If
the split were roughly 10-5, at least Derwinski, Findley, and Buchanan would
be on the conference.
7.

There is a possible seventh option with a jurisdictional conflict

with the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, but that jurisdictional question would

appear to have been resolved, and this strategy negated as an option by the action
of the Committee to introduce a clean bill to be reported out by the House International Relations Committee rather than H. R. 7665 (which is the simple extension)
with amendments. Speaker Albert indicated on Wednesday, September 1, that in
the latter case when the amendment on nuclear proliferation comes up, he would
rule that it had to be co-referred to the Joint Committee. On the other hand,
the clean bill, H. R. 15377, incorporating all amendments will be referred solely
to International Relations.
Two final notes on a veto strategy_:
(a) A much stronger case for a veto
could obviously be made on the Bingham amendment than the Stevenson amendment.
The Bingham amendment can be clearly shown to establish a counter-boycott on
behalf of Israel since it is so extreme. It is highly vulnerable to a moderate
"alternative" which also prohibits the most objectionable forms of discriminat.ion.
It can also be accurately characterized as almost certainly confrontations, and
dangerous in the extreme. If the alternative loses on the floor, the Bingham
language is much easier to veto than Stevenson. If the alternative is aggressively
presented on the floor there is a slight chance even of getting it adopted in
conference. That depends on the floor debate. The most effective Members from
both sides of the aisle who do not have the right races in districts with a h~gh
Eercentage of Jewish voters will have to be encouraged to make the case for the
alternative. Strong conservatives with safe seats and no Jewish voters are n0t
going to be too credible or effective.
(b) It is absolutely critical to any strategy that it be agreed to and
fully supported from the outset by the President and with the full support and
cooperation of State, Treasury, Commerce, NSC, White House Congressional Re]ations,
and the Campaign Committee. We could volunteer to coordinate strategy with Co~nselor
Harsh. It is critical because the Congressmen making this fight must know and
be able to say that they have full, unqualified support of the President. The
veto threat must be stated in no uncertain terms at the time of the House floor
~ight on the House International Relations Committee bill.
C.

The Basic Case

1. We are absolutely opposed to discrimination against U. S. citizens
on the basis of race, religion or national origin. Such discrimination is morally
repugnant to the values we hold in this nation.
(The- alternative proposal should
adopt the relevant language of Stevenson or Bingham amendments. 'fhe problem \·d.th
the Administration legislation is that it contains a private right of action
authorization which can result in private lawsuits adversely affecting foreign
policy.)
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2. We are absolutely opposed to the boycott and are committed to do
everything to end its application to u. S. citizens and companies. The only
relevant question is how to best achieve that goal.
The proponents of the current amendments may be right. The Arabs may
drop the boycott in order to obtain u. s. goods and services without any retaliation
or adverse consequences to our energy problems and foreign policy to promote
peace in the Mideast. But we don't think the Arabs will drop the boycott. We
think also that they may react adversely. Can we eliminate discrimination against
U. S. citizens on the basis of race, religion and national origin and the application of objectionable aspects of the boycott to u. S. companies without the risk
of these adverse effects? Yes, at least we can do so and greatly minimize those
risks.
If these amendments are passed in their current form and their proponents
prove to be wrong about the Arabs dropping those aspects of the boycott that
relate to U. S. companies, are you willing to accept the adverse consequences?
Particularly when we can achieve the identical goals without those risks? Are
you willing to accept responsibility for those consequences when the same goals
can be achieved without substantial risk of precipitating those consequences?
More is involved than just some business for U. S. companies and the jobs that
go with that business. There is no certainty that we could limit the adverse
consequences to those alone. If you prove to be wrong, are you willing to take
the more difficult and dangerous steps to resolve those consequences? Particularly
when we can achieve the same goals without such confrontation?
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September 14, 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
There seem to me to be at least three areas of considerable importance to
the American people where you can take actions, or make legislative recommendations, which will serve both the public interest and your electoral
interest.
Theyinvolve
youth unemployment;
-- promotion and regulation of small businesses; and
fairness for the small taxpayer.
My suggestions are spelled out in the attached memorandum, which I am
sending to several of your aides in the White House and the Ford Dole Committee. However, briefly stated:
Youth Unemployment: Propose legislation creating a "Bicentennial
Program for Work and Education" (a 1976-model Civilian
Conservation Corps, but with about half work, half study).
Small Business: Establish immediately an Office of Small Business
Promotion in the White House. Through a small field staff,
it would play a promotion and an "ombudsman" role. Legislation would be sought to grant the President power to
suspend "oppressive" regulations. Also, create a Council
on Small Business to be headed by the Director of OSBP.
Tax Fairness: Establish in the Office of the Secretary of the Treasur.r
a "tax ombudsman" to whom would be funneled complaints from
the field (not through the Internal Revenue Service) of .unfair
tax treatment.
As always, yours to count on.
Enclosure

cc:

~0.

Marsh, Jr.
Richard B. Cheney
L. William Seidman
Alan Greenspan
James M. Cannon
James A. Baker III

YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT
The President should propose legislation creating a Bicentennial Program
for Education and Work (a 1976-model Civilian Conservation Corps). Recruits
would consist primarily of unemployed younger men and women lacking in education,
work habits, and/or opportunity. On a half-study, half-work basis"' they would
be deployed in camps around the country. The education portion of the activity
would be designed, after perhaps two years of training, to prepare them for
productive employment. The work portion would be directed toward projects of
high national priority: conservation, cleaning up streams, rebuilding the rail-·
roads, etc.
(One of the best informed men in this area is Curtis Tarr.-~~' He served in
the first Nixon Administration as Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for Manpower, Director of Selective Service, and Under Secretary of State. Tarr prepared
a special paper related to this subject for a study on employment, never published,
directed by Deputy Secretary of the Treasury Walker in 1971-72.)
SMALL BUSINESS
To attack the problem of reporting requirements and regulation, it is
recommended that, by Executive Order, the President establish immediately an
Office for Small Business Promotion in the White House, and that this office have
an appropirate field staff in each Federal center (reporting directly to the White
House OSBP ) •
OSBP would have two functions. The first, which could be implemented without
legislation, would be an "ombudsman" function, with complaints screened by and
channeled thorugh the regional offices for action at the White House level. Such
complaints would include, but not be confined to, cases of alleged maltreatment of
small businesses by Federal regulatory agencies and departments, and suggestions
for legislative changes to promote small business. The head of the Office should
have the rank of Assistant to the President and report directly to the President.
The second function of OSBP would require legislation. This legislation would
authorize the President, on recommendation of OMSP, to overturn or suspend the
applicability to small businesses of "excessive" regulatory or reporting requirements
that unduly affect their growth and well being. The definition of "small business"
for this purpose should be highly flexible.
Consideration should also be given to creation of a Council on Small Business
to be headed by the Director of OSBP. The members of the Council could consist of
the director of the Small Business Administration, the head of the Office of Minority
Business Enterprise, and deputy secretaries of Treasury, Commerce, Labor, HEW, HUD,
and representatives from bank regulatory agencies. The Congress might insist on
confirmation of the Director of OSBP, but that should be accepted, since it would
help raise the stature of the Office.
The function of the Council would be to "coordinate" all Executive Branch
activities relating to small business.
AN INCOME TAX OMBUDSMAN
.
The President should establish an office, reporting directly to the Secretary
of the Treasury and completely separate from the Internal Revenue Service; dedicated
to protecting the small taxpayer (individual or.business) from harassment ~~""' if
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it has occurred, recommend corrective actions to the Secretary.
Needless to say, establishment of an Office of Tax Ombudsman in the
Treasury would be a most welcome event for those taxpayers, and they are legion,
who feel sorely put upon by the actions of IRS officials.
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·-September 20, 1976

Memorandum re:

Bingham Amendment to Export Administration Act/Strategy

1. H. R. 15377 is at the top of the list of legislation to be
considered on the House floor. Wednesday and Thursday of this week.
(Monday and Tuesday are reserved for Suspension Calendar). The principal objective should be to get this legislation placed at the bottom
of the list for this week since there are two or three pieces of major
legislation which would probably take up the balance of the legislative
time available this week. NAM, Chamber of Commerce, ECAT, and individual companies should focus their attention on the House Leadership
and sympathetic congressmen to the effect that Bingham is ·a counterboycott and goes way beyond what is necessary to protect the rights
of U. S. citizens and could hav~ serious and unnecessary repercussions
on U. S. business and u. s. foreign policy. We can live without the
Export Administration Act if we have to for a few months. Efforts
should be directed at congressmen, particularly Democrats, who have
some Jewish influence in their districts as well as industry involved
in export to the Middle East. The objective should be to encourage
these congressmen to indicate to the Leadership that they are getting
intense pressure from both sides and don't really want to vote on this
issue before the elections. Delay is the only way out for everyone;
i.e., corning back with a short-term extension of six months to one year
of the Export Administration Act in the last days of the session.
2. Assuming that this strategy will not be wholly successful,
there are three approaches that can be taken on the floor:
a.

•

Simply let the Bingham Amendment go through without any
opposition except statements of the Administration spokesmen that the legislation is "unacceptable." The proponents
of this legislation will most probably push for a record
vote at some stage, in any event, and without an alternative, very few Congressmen will actually vote "no" on
·Bingham.
·

b.

Convince someone like Jim Collins of Texas who wrote the
Minority views to the House COITh"Tierce Committee report
to move to strike or move to recommit. This will surely
evoke a response from the proponents and result 1n a very
large vote in the House, locking the House conferees in
on the Bingham amendment.
(The strategy here would be
to create a deadlocik in conference by getting the Senate
conferees to go no further than· Stevenson.) Again, the
Administration onlystates that this legislation is
"unacceptable" including Stevenson.

c.

Let Bingham go through but have several sympathetic Congressmen from sdfe districts raise questions on the floor
about the great risks involved and state that Bingham
goes t6o far by instituting a counter-boycott. This would
not stop the legislation, but would at least publicly
state some arguments that could later be used to suppor~ a
veto.
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3. The next major objective should be to try to keep any;. con- ~·/
ference from starting prior to Monday, September 27. Stan Mar~us anu
Gil Bray, Senate staff, should be encouraged to hold tight to Steve.nson
and not work with the House staff over the weekend on compromise language.
Once the bill gets to conference, Senator Tower should be encouraged by
the business community, but not directly by the President, to go no
further than Stevenson. The Senate conferees will likely be the Subcommittee, and with enough work from the business community it would
be possible that a majority of the Senate conferees could be convinced
to hold tight for their language with absolutely no changes. The major
risk here is that such a move would be successful, and that the House
would, at the urging of the Jewish organizations, recede completely to
the Stevenson language.
Such a bill would be much harder to veto.
While Morgan, Zablocki, Taylor, and Hamilton might be satisfied to
ultimately see a deadlock on this issue, it would be very difficult
to involve them in any intricate strategy to produce the same. They
probably would vote to recede to the Senate language. This would
probably be true also of any Republican House conferees. Even this
procedure might, however, use up enough time so tha~ the President
could then pocket veto the legislation.
4. The next point of delay would be to have a few Senators
filibuster the Conference Report on the Senate floor. To make such
a strategy successful, ideally, the bill should not reach the floor
of the Senate before Thursday, September 30, and even that may be cutting it too close to avoid a cloture vote. The key here is probably
Byrd of West Virginia who has ~een most instrumental in the past in
organizing cloture votes. Mansfield apparently won't be available
before October 2. The foreign policy risks might be appealing to Byrd
who could som~what·control the Senate scheduling.
5. The overall objective would be to delay final Congressional
consideration of the Conference Report until the session expires on
October 2.
If a deadlock holds or a filibuster appears on October 1
or 2, there might be a chance to report out only a simple extension
and the issue would never reach the President's desk.
However, given
the course o~ this legislation to date, it is highly unlikely that
this strategy will succeed, and it must be assumed throughout that
the President is going to be faced with a veto decision. Hopefully,
that would come in the. context of a pocket veto, but in any event,
should be maneuvered so that a vote on override and suspension will
not come up until after the elections if the Congress does not adjourn
sine die on October 2.
We must also assume that, in the final analysis, the proponents
of this legislation might prefer to have some legislation enacted-even if only Stevenson--prior to adjournment or recess on October 2.
Thus, there will be pressure on the Administration to come up with
an "acceptable compromise" that the conferees can adopt, or to simply
"take" Stevenson as it is, as the "most nearly acceptable" with "clarifying" report language.
If a pure Stevenson amendment is reported from conference with
the support of the Jewish organizations and labor, the case will be
made to the Administration that this is the most moderate legislation
Congress could pass {softened by report language); the President himself said some legisla.tion might be necessary; it goes no ,further than

~ibicoff and a veto by the President would show that he did~'t re~lly
mean what he said to B'nai B'rith and other Jewish leaders recently.
The proponents will allege this will cost Ford the support of the
Jewish voters. This may be an empty threat since the liberals in the
Jewish co~~unity and labor won't support Ford in any event, and those
in these groups that now support Ford do so for other reasons than
support of Israel and are, in the whole, unlikely to be swayed solely
by this issue from that· support.
~-,~.~·fD,r.~~.
The strat~gy should be based on a. decision between two a ~rent~~\
mutually exclusive objectives:
..
~
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(a) Further legislation of any kind on this issue must be ·lY1Q.Cked
or vetoed in order to prevent any negative reaction on the part
of the Arab states.
The Administration must not "shift"
position and this has the ultimate priority over domestic
politics.
In this case, the President should have the
worst possible amendment to veto (Bingham) and cannot afford to get "trapped" with Stevenson or anything close to
it;
(b) A modified Stevenson might be acceptable and explainable to
the Arabs if it does not infringe on their sovereignty and,
if not obtained, anything else could be vetoed with a minimum
of adverse, domestic political effect. Again, care must be
taken to not get trapped with a "pure" Steve~son.
The only sure way to achieve (b) is with an Administration
"substitute" on a take-it-or-leave-it basis (consistent with Ribicoff
compromise and B'nai B'rith speech). Preferably, this should be made
on the floor of the House to get maximum exposure, but in any event,
clearl~ stated in conference.
At least the outcome is certain--a
modified Stevenson or no legislation because of a veto. The latter
is the more probable result given the course of this legislation to
date and the strength of the proponents.
The result has a high degree of certainty as to outcome in (b) ·
and the strategy is not intricate, subtle or difficult to carry out.
Either the conferees and Jewish groups pushing Stevenson and Bingham
totally cave in to get "some" legislation or they overreact and the
Senate recedes to the House in large degree since even Stevenson is
"unacceptable" and they cannot modify it further.
The veto is then
easier and political losses are minimized domestically.
The strategy under (a) is more intricate and less controllable.
The proponents can throw a curve by receding to the Senate language,
particularly if there is not a clear veto threat but only "spokesmen"
saying it (pure Stevenson) is unacceptable. Proponents can allege
that they caved; a pure Stevenson is no more than the President outlined in his speech to B'nai B'rith; and he thus has broken his word
to the Jewish communities, etc. There just is no sure way under
(a) to conduct the strategy so as to end up with a "Bingham" amendment
out of conference and a "good" veto certainty lies with a stra~egy .
based on (b). Strategy based on (a) is doable but unpredictable without an "insider" of considerable influence among both the House and
Senate conferees, part~cularly, the House and that has to be a Democrat.
·~"w~

The unknown in {b) is whether the Arabs will' perceive and
understand the gambit.

,•

Committee on International Relations
Democrats
Thomas E. Morgan (Fa.), Chairman
Clement J. Zablocki (Wis.)
L. H. Fountain {N. C.}
Dante B. Fascell (Fla.)
Charles C. Diggs, Jr. (Mich.)
Robert N. c. Nix (Fa.)
Donald M. Fraser (Minn.)
Benjamin S. Rosenthal (N.Y.)
Lee H. Hamilton (Ind.)
Lester L. Wolff (N. Y.)
Jonathan B. Bingham (N.Y.
Gus Yatron (Pa.}
Roy A. Taylor {N. C.}
Michael Harrington (Mass.)
Leo J. Ryan {Calif)
Donald W. Riegle, Jr. (Mich.)
Cardiss Collins (Ill.)
Stephen J. Solarz (N.Y.)
Helen s. Meyner (N.J.)
Don Banker (Wash.)
Gerry E. Studds (Mass.)
(4 vacancies)
Republicans
WilliamS. Broomfield {Mich.}
Edward J. Derwinski (Ill.)
Paul Findley (Ill.)
John H. Buchanan, Jr. (Ala.)
J. Herbert Burke (Fla.)
Pierre S .. (Pete) duPont (Del.)
Charles W. Whalen, Jr. (Ohio)
Edward G. Biester, Jr. (Fa.)
Larry Winn, Jr. (Kans)
Benjamin A. Gilman (N. Y.)
Tennyson Guyer (Ohio)
Robert J. Lagomarsino (Calif.)
Subcommittee on International Trade and Commerce
Democrats

Republicans

Jonathan B. Bingham, Chairman
Donald M. Fraser
Roy A. Taylor
Dop.· Banker
Gerry E. Studds

Edward G •. Biester, Jr.
Charles W. Whalen, Jr.

Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs

Democrats
William Proxmire (\\Tis.) , Chairman
John Sparkman (Ala.)
Harrison A. Williams, Jr. (N. J.)
Thomas J. Mcintyre (N. H.)
Alan Cranston (Calif.)
Adlai E. Stevenson (Ill.}
Joseph R. Biden (Del.)
Robert Morgan (N. C.)
icans
John Tower (Tex.)
Edward W. Brooke (Mass.)
Bob Packwood (Ore.)
Jesse Helms (N. C.}
Jake Garn (Utah)

Subcommittee on International Finance
Democrats
Adlai E. Stevenson, Chairman
William Proxmire
Harrison A. Williams
Thomas J. Mcintyre
Alan Cranston
Joseph R; Biden
Republicans
Bob Packwood
John Tower
Jesse Helms
Jake Garn

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

September 29, 1976

MEMORANDUM TO:

JACK MARSH

FROM:

RUSS ROURKE

{J/

Jack, the following was called in by Charles Walker:
"There are indications that the other side
on the Arab Boycott are not even drafting
a bill to reflect the decisions of the R.
Conference. If so, that probably means that
they will be giving up."

